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Can you spot this issue's Professor You Love? From 1961 to 1997,
he taught JMU undergrads more than just political science.
His coolness rocks on.
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SHAKESPEARE ON STAGE
The Blackfriars Theatre opens to international acclaim. It's
also one more stage in English professor Ralph Cohen's
lifelong mission to cure "Shakesfear."

.JAMES MADISON
DAY 2002
Former Secretary of State Lawrence S.
Eagleburger headlines JMU's celebration of James Madison Day, which also
features a visit by Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas and interpretations of
to
e.

the Second Amendment.
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REBOUND,
GREAT ASSIST
Fast breaks and rebounds came easy for
Madison cager Steve Stielper in the late '70s,
but they don't compare to his latest

7,

rebound, nor the great assist from JMU's
Adult Degree Program.
(,,,,.er phot,, by 1)•/a Mallory

N gets real

44 JMUWorks : Securing Capitol Hill

46 Class Notes
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year. The legislators also gave state colleges

posal passed by the legislature. In fact, JMU

permission to increase tuition to absorb

would receive more construction funds

some of the budget cuts.

under the bond issue than any other col-

By moderately raising tuition ( the first
increase in seven years), JMU should be
able to accommodate a reduction in
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The 2002 session of the Virginia General

lege or university in the state. (See story
on Page 9.)
A combination of funds from the bond

state funds without having to curtail

issue and other legislation approved by the

programs or lay off faculty or staff

legislature would bring JMU $125.2 mil-

members -

as some institutions will

lion in funding for construction projects

be forced to do. The cost for a Vir-

over the next seven years. I certainly encour-

ginia student to attend JMU will go

age alumni and parents in Virginia to sup-

from $4,094 a year to $4,288, an in-

port this bond issue on Nov. 5.

crease of $194 or 4. 7 percent. Total in-

The bond issue addresses a number of

state costs, including room and board,

construction needs at the university. It is

will go from $9,552 to $9,856 (a 3.2 per-

essential that older campus buildings be

cent increase). There are larger increases

renovated and modernized to maintain

for out-of-state students.

their usefulness. The bonds will provide a

We always regret having to raise tuition,

way to undertake major academics reno-

but I am pleased that our board of visi-

vation projects for Miller Hall and Harri-

tors agreed to increase financial aid by

son Hall and its annex.

$250,000, a 6.3 percent increase. We con-

The bond issue would provide much

tinue to be committed to providing a high-

of the funding for a center for the arts

quality education at a reasonable price.

and a music recital hall. Private funds are

However, a tuition increase gives us a way

also being raised for those two important projects.
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Assembly faced a huge challenge. The legis-

to absorb most of the budget cuts and to

lators had to deal with one of the most

avoid some of the drastic cutbacks in serv-

severe budgetary shortfalls in the history of

ice that we had earlier feared.

The JMU campus east of Interstate 81
continues to grow and expand. This year's
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an estimated $3.8

With the tuition increase, JMU can basi-

billion over the next two and a half years.

the commonwealth -

cally offset the financial cuts. JMU has

new facilities in that area. A new chemistry-

There are no easy answers to problems

escaped the worst of the budgetary devas-

physics building is planned to support our
outstanding programs in the sciences and

legislative action could lead to two major

of this magnitude. The legislature faced the

tation being experienced by many state

issue squarely, and painful budget cuts were

agencies. While the budget will not allow

a new library east of the interstate will com-

deemed necessary for all state agencies, in-

us to make any dramatic expansions to

plement the resources of Carrier Library.

our operations, we should be able to con-

There will be more information about

cluding higher education.
It is difficult to imagine a silver lining

tinue at our current level with the hope

the bond referendum in the summer issue

in large budget reductions, but there was

for additional staff and resources when

of Montpelier. The November vote on the

a modicum of good news for JMU in the

the state economy improves.

bond issue will be extremely important

budget action. Budget reductions were pro-

Despite the challenges we face, I am

for the future of JMU and for higher edu-

portionately based, in large part, on the

encouraged by the legislature's action and

cation in the state. Please plan to do all you
can to support a positive vote.

degree to which each institution is currently

see positive signs for JMU. With this budget,

underfunded. An earlier General Assembly

the General Assembly has signaled an ac-

study had concluded that JMU's budget is

knowledgment of JMU's budgetary needs.

the most underfunded in the state and that

Moreover, a large number of construction

Linwood H. Rose

JMU warrants an additional $25 million a

projects at JMU are included in a bond pro-

President

u

The

stressed on James Madison Da
Former Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger spoke about the necessity of
a powerful presidency in times of national crisis at the James Madison Convocation on March 15 am;! stressed that presidential authority is vital now in the United
States' war on terrorism.
"You can't make executive decisions from the Congress. It has to come
from the president;' said Eagleburger, who was Henry Kissinger's executive assistant and who held major positions in the administrations
of Presidents Nixon, Carter and Bush. And presidents, he insisted, must have "sufficient authority to make the kinds of
decisions that are necessary in times of crisis."
The convocation was the culmination of the March
celebration of James Madison's birth 251 years ago.
"On this occasion, we honor the man whose name
this university bears;' said President Linwood H.
Rose in welcoming the Wilson Hall audience.
He announced that JMU will acquire a lifesized bronze statue of James Madison, contributed by the Forbes family. The statue
will ultimately reside in front of Varner
House, while a replica of Montpelier's
temple, paid for in part by the 2002
Senior Class Challenge, will face the
statue from the Burruss Hall lawn.
The link between the man and the
university is fitting because, as James
Madison Center Director Philip Bigler
('74, '76M) said, Madison "thought
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Bruce rmd Lois Forbes ('64), their son,
Jeff ('90, '92M), and their daughter-ill/aw, Stepha11ie ('92, '93M), will do11ate a
life-sized bronze statue ofJames Madison. The ]!vfU statue was created by Lee
Leu11i11g a11d Sherri T,·eeby and is similar
to the ,1,,Jadison statue (pictured) in the
''City ofPresidents" display in Rapid City,
S.D., near .Mou11t Rushmore.

Stephen P. Halbrook, attorney and author of That Every

Man be Armed, the Evolution of a Constitutional Right
and A Right to Bear Arms, says that when James Madison wrote the Second Amendment, "His intention was
to allow people to own and carry firearms with little government

[anstitutianal s1:halars
debate Se1:and Amendment

... The less you trust the people with arms the more you move

A well-regulated Militia being necessary to the secu-

towards totalitarianism. ... Founding Father George Mason summed

rity of a free State, the right of the people to keep

it up best, 'Disarming the people is the best way to enslave them."'

and bear Arms shall not be infringed.

Opposing the view of the Second Amendment as a state's right

The Second Amendment. Straightforward, clear,

to maintain a militia, Halbrook argued, "Since the amendment does

concise language, right? More like a loaded question

not distinguish the militia from the people, this argument is obso-

and fodder for one of the 20th century's greatest debates:

lete. .. . The Second Amendment refers to the right of the people.
States do not have rights; they have powers. Thus the right to bear

the right to bear arms.
6

regulation. It was included to safeguard America against tyranny.

Two constitutional scholars, attorneys, authors and rival propo-

arms is not the state's domain. Madison addressed this in Federalist

nents of states' versus individual rights crossed verbal swords in their

Paper No. 46 when he wrote, 'The ultimate authority resides in the

E

interpretations of the Second Amendment in concurrent James Madi-

people -

M

son Week speeches in March. Whose right is it, the opposing experts

Halbrook said that the most important consideration when dis-

asked, that of the individual states or that of the individual people?

cussing contemporary topics, "is what the Constitution allows for.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Eagleburger, the keynote

The U.S. response to Sept.

doubt the importance of

R

speaker, announced to great

11 is one of those crises, "a task

the presidency, I don't know

I

applause that he would donate

that cannot any longer be

what does."

his $10,000 speaking fee to

avoided, that is going to cost
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JMU for scholarships.
"In times of crisis;' he said,
of education and republicanism as one and inseparable."
Vice President for Academic Affairs Doug Brown recognized award recipients, while
Student Government Association President David J. Mills
('02) spoke on behalf of the

"... it's the presidency and the
president who make all the difference." He cited "the tremendous authority Lincoln exercised" to hold the union together; the reforms Teddy
Roosevelt made in the gov-

Historian Doris Kearns

us tremendous agony .. . ,"

Goodwin was the original key-

Eagleburger said. "You have to

note speaker, but JMU with-

look to the president of the

drew its invitation after Good-

United States for leadership in

win acknowledged quoting

a case like this." He called on

other writers without sufficient

the Bush administration to

attribution in her book, The

clearly define its objectives. "It's

Fitzgeralds and the Kennedys.

not enough to say our objec-

To read more about James

tive is to destroy terrorism . .. . "

Madison Day, award recipi-

Eagleburger concluded by

ents, retiring professors and

student body. "This nation has

ernment's approach to deal-

saying, "This country of yours

the encore visit by Supreme

thrown its hat over the high

ing with economic problems;

and mine, ladies and gentle-

Court Justice Clarence Thomas,

wall of freedom . .. . The events

and the "sense of hope" FDR

men, is now pledged to a war.

go to www.jmu.edu/montpelier

of this year have taught us the

provided to bring the nation

. .. And if that doesn't point

and click the Full Monty icon.~

sobering price of freedom."

through the Depression.

out beyond a shadow of a

-Pam Brock

~
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... Gun control proponents read more into the Second Amendment

H
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than was intended by Madison. It's not about sport. It doesn't say,
'because duck hunting is fun, the people have the right to bear arms:

ment was written to provide the security of a free state in provid-

It's about the availability of a militia as a check on the federal mili-

ing for state militias' rights to bear and keep arms . .. . The words 'to

tary. ... Under Nazism and fascism, you saw total control of firearms.

bear arms' meant to give oneself for military duty, and 'to keep arms'

Some of the most oppressive regimes of the 20th century had the

meant the state should have a well-regulated militia."

most stringent gun control."
Halbrook has won three cases argued before the U.S. Supreme

Henigan proposed that Madison wrote the amendment to address
concerns of anti-Federalists like Patrick Henry and George Mason,

Court in favor of limited gun control laws and blocking state man-

"who saw state militias as a way to keep a check on federal govern-

dates to the Brady Bill, passed in 1993.

ment's power.. . . Today the amendment has a meaning that would

Opposing the populist interpretation of the Second
Amendment was Dennis Henigan, director of the Legal

be unrecognizable to Madison;' he said.
On behalf of the Brady Center, Henigan argued successfully for

Action Project at the Brady Center to Prevent Gun Vio-

the passage of the Brady Bill, which requires state-conducted back-

lence. The Brady Center is a national public interest law

ground checks for handgun purchasers. "Handguns are designed to

program that provides pro bono legal representation to victims of

be lethal. Stronger gun control laws and enforcement could help pre-

7

gun violence in lawsuits against the gun industry.

vent the 28,000 annual gun-related deaths and combat illegal gun
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"Individual rights activists have distorted the intended meaning
of the Second Amendment;' said Henigan. "The right to bear arms
was fundamentally different in James Madison's era. The amend-

sales. ... By supporting individual gun rights, society is giving elected
officials less power over gun control," he said.~
- Michelle Hite ('88)
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James madison Day
As the 2002 James Maaison Day
keynote speaker, former Secretary of
State Lawrence Eagleburger (bottom
left with Chancellor Ronald E. Carrier) spoke about the power of the
presidency in times of national crisis.
He announced that he would donate
his speaking fee to JMU for scholarships. The ceremony celebrated the
251st anniversary ofJames Madison's
birth. Last year's speaker, Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas, made
an encore visit for a private questionand-answer session and lunch with
honors students. He also shared a
laugh with President Linwood H.
Rose and James Madison Center
Director Phil Bigler ('74, '76M).
There's more James Madison Day
coverage online, including Bigler's
story on Thomas' visit. Go to
www.jmu.edu/ montpelier and click
on the Full Monty icon.
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zenship award winner says
matter-of-fuctly. "But a university can't be separate. I feel very
strongly that, particularly in
areas like health care, the university needs to be intimately
connected to the community
it serves. We have an obligation to offer our expertise."
Huber's educational philosophy is not as charitable as
it might sound, however.
"I also strongly believe that
partnerships in general are the
way to go. . .. We can't have
[JMU) programs without [this

Eitizenship award
winner blurs roles
So deliberately has Vida
Huber blurred her private,
public and professional personae that it's not always obvious whose side this James
Madison Citizenship Award
winner is on. Which makes
her educational philosophy all
the more clear and effective.
Because of her work on
so many fronts and in so many
capacities -

as private citizen,

registered nurse, educator and
as community advocate -
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Huber has been called "vision-

spirit of Madison's commit-

E

ary" by those she has inspired.

ment to the public good, says

s

M

"A visionary thinker and

James Madison Center Direc-
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planner," says Merle Mast,
head of the nursing depart-

tor Phil Bigler ('74, '76M).
Jane Hubbell calls Huber

ment, "Huber has fostered the

"a true visionary in trying to

mission of JMU in developing

create a bridge between the

service-learning programs that

university and the commu-

are responsive to the needs of

nity." Hubbell is director of

the community and that pro-

the Harrisonburg and Rock-

vide excellent learning experi-

ingham County Office on

ences for students. ... She has

Children and Youth, which

a genuine passion and com-

Huber helped establish.

mitment to promoting health
care to the underserved."

The children's agency, the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham

The nursing professor and

Free Clinic, the Valley AIDS

associate dean of the College of

Network, the Community

Integrated Science and Tech-

Health Council and the Mind-

nology received the citizen-

Body Task Force are among

ship award on March 15 at the

Huber's most visible commu-

James Madison Day Convoca-

nity endeavors. She has served

tion. Created last year to cele-

on boards for many grass-roots

brate the 250th anniversary of

health-care initiatives; and

James Madison's birth, the

most recently, her involve-

award recognizes an individ-

ment with the Blue Ridge Area

ual who demonstrates the

Health Education Center has

Innovation in Health and
Services, "designed as
for developing new
in health and human

connection to the community)
because our programs are
applied. We need that handson component," she explains.
"In addition, many of our students come from sheltered,
affluent parts of our society.
They must learn about life
from the perspective of a large
portion of the community. ...
We need to work with students to help them to understand how much they have to
learn from people who are
different from th~"
Huber $1lfS serving the
public good starts with the faculty. "Jf we expect [students) as
professionals later to get involved in their communities,
then we need to be involved."
Read about Huber's philos-

opby:oa~~ Go to
www.jmu.edti/~er and

JfflU ,aunts an Virginians
ta iust say yes ta band issue
Residents of Virginia can

cital hall, a new library on the

programs in the sciences.
We're glad to see it among the
'jumpstart' projects."
The bond issue was clearly

play a big role in helping James

campus area east of Interstate

the good news in a legislative

Madison University prosper in

81, renovation projects for

session that was marked by

the future. And it's plenty easy.

Miller Hall and Harrison Hall,

bad news about finances. The

All they have to do is vote.

and funds for infrastructure

General Assembly passed a

improvements and handi-

bare-bones budget that is de-

capped accessibility projects.

signed to head off an estimated

Legislation calling for $1.2
billion in construction projects
for state colleges and univer-

JMU President Linwood H.

sities in the near future was

Rose says that he is "extremely

$3.8 billion shortfall in state
funds into the year 2005.

JMU alumni, professors and
students cited in the news
THE MINEACI10N lNFoRMATION CENTER AT ]MU CONSTITUTES "THE WORW'S GOTO PEOPLE WHEN YOU NEED

approved by the 2002 General

pleased that the needs of James

Major cuts were made in

LAND-MINE DAU." CENTER

Assembly. Most of the funds

Madison University are being

the budgets of all state colleges

DIRECIOR DENNIS BARWW IS

would come from a bond ref-

recognized." He emphasizes

and universities. The institu-

ONE OF THE SIX "OUTSTAND-

erendum that will be on the

that "these projects are not for

tions, however, were allowed

Virginia ballot Nov. 5.

an expanded enrollment. They

ING AMERICANS HERE WITH

to recoup some of those reduc-

Under the plan, JMU would
receive $125.2 million for con-

are to meet current needs.
"I certainly encourage

struction projects over the next

alumni and parents in Virginia

several years. That's the largest

to support this bond issue;'

amount of any college or uni-

Rose says.

versity in the state and rep-

Two major projects for the

resents about 10 percent of

fine arts are included in the

all the funding proposed for

general obligation bond pack-

higher education.

age. "In recent years, JMU has

The second-largest amount

provided new facilities for

in the proposal would go to

programs in business, educa-

Virginia Tech, with $123.2 mil-

tion and the sciences," Rose

lion. Other major allocations

says. "It is now time to provide

would go to George Mason

similar state-of-the-art facili-

University, $105.I million and

ties for the programs that sup-

the University of Virginia,

port the liberal arts core of

$94.3 million.

our university."

tions by increasing tuition.

US THIS EVENING WHO HAVE
MADE PIONEERING CONTRI-

Cuts in state funding were
moderated for colleges that

BUTIONS TO MINE ACTION."

- U.S. Secretary of State
Colin Powell

had been the most underfunded in the past. JMU has
led the list of underfunded
state colleges and consequently
will be able to make up most
of its budget cuts through
tuition increases.

Colin Powell spoke at a State
Department dinner to honor
comprehensive public-private
partnerships in support of humanitarian demining worldwide, Nov. 27, 2001, Washington, D.C.

this does give us a way to ab-

WHEN

I

MET MID-LEVEL OFFI-

CIALS AT THE [DEFENSE INTELIJ-

sorb most of the budget cuts
and to avoid some of the drastic cutbacks in service that we

GENCE AGENCY], THEY TOLD ME

11IEY WERE SENDING ONE ALARM•

In addition to the bond

feared earlier. The budget will

ING REPORT AFTER ANOTHER UP

The total capital outlay
package approved by the legi-

projects, the legislative package

not allow us to make any dra-

THE UDDER AT THE DEPART-

slators is for $1.6 billion over

includes $1 million for sewer

matic expansions to our opera-

MENT OF DEFENSE, BUT NO ONE

a seven-year period. In addi-

repair and upgrade and $24.2

tions but, on the positive side,

WAS LISTENING.

tion to the $1.2 billion for

million for a chemistry-physics

it shows that JMU's budgetary

highereducation,another$400

building in a "jumpstart" pack-

needs are being acknowledged.

million would be allocated for

age of projects that could begin

We should be able to continue

construction projects at other

this year. Rose says the "chem-

at our current level with the

state agencies.

istry-physics building has

hopes for additional staff and

The JMU projects in the

already been planned and it

resources when the state econ-

bond package include a new

is needed to meet the grow-

omy improves.'~

center for the arts, a music re-

ing needs of our outstanding

- Fred Hilton ('96M, '95P, '98P)
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"We always regret having
to raise tuition;' Rose says, "but
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- Joseph Opala, professor
of history

From Joseph Opala's article
"Can Charles Taylor's apologists explain his ties to Al
Qaeda?" published in The New
Republic, Nov. 8, 2001

2
0
0
2

abroad experience. Each of her
professors for the program
was of the aboriginal people
from mainland Australia
or the Torres Strait.
"They all had a great
knowledge of their
people, history
and culture;' she
says. "They shared
stories, memories
and feelings about
the past and the
future. Talking oneon-one with [my professors) gave me a perspective of Australia that
otherwise I would have
never experienced."
The students traveled for
weekends at a time to visit
10

aboriginal rock paintings
and sacred places.

•••••••••
"Every lab was exciting and

Biology major studies Australia's
coral reef, rain fore st and outback
In the land of 'roos and

and decided James Cook was

koalas, biology major Chris-

the place when she read about

tine Zelenka ('03) found a new

its science-based program so

love along the Great Barrier

close to the coral reef, the rain

Reef of Australia.

forest and the outback.

Studying for six months

"It wasn't really a matter

(from February to July 2001)

of deciding to go. It was go-

in Townsville, in northern

Go-GO!"

Queensland, Zelenka enrolled

The unique animals of the

in two marine biology and

outback interested Zelenka,

two indigenous studies classes

but it was the marine world

at James Cook University.

that captured her imagination.

The experience gave her the

For her Functional Marine

opportunity to explore the

Biology course, labs were con-

unique people and places of

ducted on the beach. Students

the land down under.

collected species of fish and

Zelenka says she had always
wanted to travel to Australia

observed coral and the structure of the beach.

unique;' Zelenka says. "This
class gave an overview of various aspects of the marine
environment as well as the
creatures within it." Her other
marine biology class, Tropical Crustaceans, was "intense"
but ended with a barbecue of
prawns and seafood.
While the biology classes
drew her to study abroad at
James Cook, Zelenka found
the indigenous study program
an exciting part of her studies

•
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••
•
•
•
•
•
•

'

"This was very special to
me, because it was as if I was
living history and actually
standing in the exact places
and viewing what took place
thousands of years ago;' Zelenka says.
Because Australia's seasons
are the opposite of those in the
United States, when Zelenka
arrived in February, she found
a balmy, tropical climate.
"When I left my home in
the U.S.A. in February, I was
trudging through a foo t of
snow; and when I stepped off
the plane, I needed my bathing

suit and suntan lotion;' Zel-

50 countries. She says they

Seeing Red: Hungarian Intellectuals in Exile

enka says. "The strangest thing

made the trip so memorable.

and the Challenge of Communism

about the environment was

"I don't think I have one

not only the opposite sea-

favorite experience. I cherished

By Lee W. Congdon
ISBN: 0875802834

sons, but the beaches. Marine

the whole thing;' she says. "But

stingers [jellyfish] are deadly

if I had to choose just one, it

in northern Australia. So to

would be meeting all the inter-

make your way into the open

esting and wonderful people

ocean, you needed to wear a

along my journey. Because it

stinger suit [Lycra]."

was the people that made my

During her orientation at
JCU, Zelenka was told that
she was among students from

experience what it was.~

Story by Donna Dunn ('94)
Design by Carri Elder ('03)

Northern Illinois University Press, 2001

.

STORY professor Lee W. Congdon's book explores the con-

•

tributions to the communism-fascism-democracy debate
of Hungarian intellectuals in exile in Britain and the United States
after World War I. With the fate of Western civilization at stake,
many intellectuals were looking beyond democracy for answers. The
most prominent figures described by Congdon include Arthur
Koestler, a journalist and Stalin supporter, and Michael Polyani, an
eminent Hungarian physical chemist.

Heroes, Antiheroes and Dolts: Portrayals of Masculinity
in American Popular Films, (1921-1999)

McFarland & Company Inc., 2001
By Ashton D. Trice and Samuel A. Holland
ISBN: 0786410973

.ft..HE new book by psychology professor Ashton D. Trice and
¥ JMU graduate student Samuel A. Holland discusses 75 of
the most popular films in America from 1921 through 1999 and
documents the changes that have taken place in how masculinity
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is portrayed in the movies. Trice says that men in popular films
have traditionally met challenging tasks; but from 1920 to 1999,
their portrayal has changed drastically from presentations within
the context of family to individuals concerned with issues beyond
the immediate family.

College Football: History, Spectacle, Controversy

Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001
By John Sayle Watterson
Henry Brim teaches boomerang throwing techniques to Christine Zelenka
('03 ). Brim is one of several indigenous teachers who worked with international students at the Tjapukai Cultural Park at Cairns, Queensland, Australia, during the summer of 2001.

ISBN: 0-8018-6428-3

.ft..Nthis 100-year history of America's popular pastime, history
¥ professor John Sayle Watterson shows how college foo tball
evolved from a simple game played by students into the lucrative
enterprise of today. College Football details the development from
an "overly rough, rugby-like battle to the highly organized, semiprofessional game of today;' according to Library Journal. As college
football grew in the booming 1920s economy, the flow of cash added
fuel to an already explosive mix. Coaches like Knute Rockne became
celebrities, and the emergence of professional teams Jed to inevitable
scandals involving recruitment and subsidies 11c0 r a thl e t es. Some
colleges' insatiable hunger for TV revenue also Jed t
·
b
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Landing the big

IE

SCHEV approves JMU's
first Ph.D. program

tunes. "Now it is the only CSD

the rapidly growing CSD

Another element in the

program of its type in the state

program, already offering the

equation was the CSD pro-

and is unique at the national

undergraduate major

and

gram's strength. A top-notch

level because it offers the Ph.D.

minor and master's degree.

faculty with national and inter-

in both clinical and research

The audiology and speech-

national reputations, an inno-

tracks. And the Ph.D. enhances

pathology programs were both

vative curriculum, a research-

u

A JMU Doctor of Philoso-

JMU's national reputation,

ranked by U.S. News & World

friendly environment, and the

I

phy degree in communication

academic standing, legislative

Report in 1998 and 2000 as

best in laboratory facilities

R

scien ces and disorders was

clout and fund-raising ability:'

among the country's best and

made JMU what Bankson says

I

approved by the State Council

Brown and Jerry Benson,

given the highest status of any

is the place to get an audiology

N
V

E
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T
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of Higher Education for Vir-

dean of the College of Inte-

ginia. The university's Ph.D.

grated Science and Technology,

nondoctoral program.
Nicholas Bankson, CSD

and speech-language pathology education.

program begins this fall and

realized years ago the impor-

professor/department h ead,

Day-to-day departmental

will include a clinical track for

tance of JMU's offering doc-

says a couple of elements came

work will be led by CSD pro-

practitioners in audiology and

toral degrees in select programs

together to make his program

fessor Charles Runyan, coordi-

a research track in a ch oice

and set about to achieve that

the logical choice for a Ph.D.

nator of the master's program.

of either audiology or speech-

goal. The result was two ter-

"The audiology field is pro-

He says, "JMU competes with

language pathology.

minal degrees in psychology

gressing at such a rapid pace

the big dogs" for good gradu-

"The program has been in

(Psy.D. ), one in assessment

that by 2007 a master's degree

ate students and in the past

development for more than 20

and measurement and one in

will no longer be adequate to

could only do so to a certain

years;' says Douglas Brown, vice

clinical, school and counsel-

prepare practitioners;' he says.

extent with only a master's

president of academic affairs,

ing psychology.

"By then, practitioners must

program. Starting in 2003,

whose vision for the Ph.D.

But the Ph.D. was still the

have 75 post-baccalaureate

JMU can "push that frontier

never dimmed despite waning

big prize, and efforts to get the

hours and by 2012 actually

of education forward.~

political and academic for-

research doctorate centered on

possess the doctoral degree."

- Charles Culbertson
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Tell geology professors

"Toilet paper works great to

habited Mongolia and China
around 97 million years ago."

Lynn Fichter and Mark Rein-

secure something this fragile:'

hold "not to put all their eggs

Preliminary analysis of the

In a cooperative effort with

in one basket;' and they'll tell

eggs indicates they are simi-

Rockingham Memorial Hos-

you it can't be done anyway

lar to eggs attributed to theri-

pita!, Reinhold will run CT-

not without one enormous

zinosauroids, referred to by

scans on two of the eggs to

basket. Fichter accepted a

some as "strange dinosaurs

search for signs of embryos

batch of eight fossilized <lino-

that lived in desert environ-

or skeletal remains. "It is not

saur eggs, donated to the geol-

ments." Reinhold says, "Not

common to find embryos, but

-

ogy department by Michael

much is known about them.

we want to see exactly what we

McNamara, whose daughter,

If the eggs are dated around

have;' says Fichter. "We're tak-

Elizabeth, is an alumna.

75 million years old, they may

ing a shot by putting petrified

Unwrapping a cantaloupe-

possibly be therizinosauroids.

eggs underneath a device used

sized egg from "special fossil

If experiments show that they

for treating people. The dona-

wrapping paper;' Fichter, aver-

are 20 million years older, they

tion provides great opportu-

tebra paleontologist, laughs.

may be segnosaurs, which in-

nities for student research.'~

Excellence
James Madison University extends its sincere thanks to the
following donors for making a
difference at JMU. Between Nov.
2, 2001 and Feb. 1, 2002, these
friends made charitable gifts
of $25,000 or more. Their contributions help JMU increase
its margin of excellence in
higher education.
Alvin V. Baird Jr. 2000 Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
Richmond, Va.
Alvin V. Baird Attention
Leami11g Disabilities Center
Marcella A. Dunlop
Chevy Chase, Md.
Du11lop Scholarship,
Madison Fund
Carlos A. Farrar Charitable
Remainder Annuity Trust
Philadelphia, Pa.
Farrar Quasi-Endowment #II
Agnes M. Price
Charitable Lead Trust
Madison, Va.
Ag11es Maso11 Price
Fn111ily Scholarship
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Royal Crown Bottling Company of Winchester
Wi nchester, Va.
At/1letic Performance Center
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PricewaterhouseCoopers
Fairfax, Va.
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Do11ald F. Caputo
Memorial Professorship
Shenandoah Electronic
Intelligence Technology
Harrisonburg, Va.
]. Robert Gordon
Physics Scholarship

yauwan,

The TOWN Foundation
Norfolk, Va.
Thomas L. Oliver Memorial
Scholarship, Sarah Lanier Tabb
Oliver Memorial Scholarship

What do you suppose James and Dolley
would have "discussed" at Kissing Rock?

·
· ' F
Be'An collectibles • Purchase these
James and Dolley Madison, Creat1on Statton s amous
1 tax and shipping , Call the JMU Bookfamous figures from history, $12.50 each, Pus
. ·
c
B efits the James Madison Center
store at (800) 280-7543, Quantity limited, so act 1ast' en

Lettie Pate Whitehead
Foundation Inc.
Atlanta, Ga.
Whitehead Scholarship
Joyce Marlene Wood
Alexandria, Va.
Joyce M. Wood Scholarship
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Guts, pride, dedi cation to
others - real life lessons.
Once everyone was seated,
a few of us stood up clapping, and a standing ovation
ensued. Dr. Cline deserved it,
but he nervously ran his fingers through his hair -

then

JUST SHOWING UP IS HALF THE BATTLE; PAUL CLINE ROCKED MY WORLD

waved us all to take our seats.

Fall semester 1987, Pro-

man;' I said. And I meant it; I

"Gutsiest thing I ever saw,
fessor Cline was embroiled in
a heated campaign to keep the

respected him.

"I'll take that as youth-

27th district Virginia General

speak for a compliment;' Cline

Assembly seat that he had held

blushed. He was a modest

since 1985. It was a hard-

man, true to his word, as he

fought battle, as his opponent

humbly stood before us.

opted for a negative strategy.

I already knew and re-

Election Day was the day

spected Paul Cline from the

before our Wednesday after-

prior semester. Unfortunately

noon class. Battered and ex-

he remembered me for other

14

hausted, Cline showed up for

reasons. I had been brazen

J
A

class after an agonizing defeat.

enough to ask him to let me

M

It made me wonder, "do I

take a scheduled test early,

made it stronger at the same

really want to go into politics?"

just to make it to an Aero-

Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

time. Professor Cline taught

What guts it took just to show

smith concert in North Caro-

day. Too tired from softball

the kind of lessons that get

up and not only stand tall,

lina the same day. He agreed,
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Maury Hall -

2:30 each

practice 6:30 that morning, too

you more than a job. And he

but to teach. He didn't vent

if I would explain the politi-

many beers at JM's the night

taught the things that you

frustrations or cut class short.

cal song One, by an other
favorite group, Metallica.

V
E
R

before. It was the afternoon

remember forever - through

He just taught. Little did he

I

slump. It was Snickers time.

the way that he lived.

know that he taught us more

s

T
y

I still haven't given up the

The tall, West Virginia

mid-afternoon, chocolate pick-

gentleman sauntered into the

just by showing up that day.

So, this, my fin al semester,
I again stood before the professor I respected so much.

me-up, nor have I forgotten

classroom, greeting students

Brazenly, again, yet more nerv-

the many life lessons learned

by name. The genteelness and

ous this time, I rubb ed my
Nike-clad foot on the leg

in that American Government
class taught by political science

twang in

of his desk, staring

professor Paul Cline. I wish I

his voice

at the floor.

had met Dr. Cline as a fresh-

made lectures

man instead of a junior. I

easy on the ears.

would have been a different

Mark Twain once _

kind of student.
I am, though, a different

said, "Southerners
talk music." He

kind of person for having

must have known

known him at all. He quenched

Paul Cline in

the thirst for knowledge and

another life.

In memoriam

"What's wrong Shell, another

pundits and ideologues of our

speeding tickets on the way to

Aerosmith show conflicting

generation - just as much as

the concert," he said shuffling

with a test?" Dr. Cline asked,

JFK was to earlier generations.

test papers. Another hand-

('60M), professor emeritus of

My previous teachers con-

shake, and I knew it was an

Russian and French, died Jan.

sidered it blasphemy to dare

affirmation of a choice he'd

7 in Harrisonburg. An inter-

make such a comparison, but

helped me make.

nationally recognized figure in

half jokingly.
"Damn," I thought. "Does
the man have ESP?"

Elizabeth B. Neatrour

I could see the disappoint-

I insisted. Just because Bono

And, of course, I went to

foreign language studies, Nea-

ment in his face as he paused

and Hetfield slammed their

the Aerosmith concert with-

trour was considered an expert

and then said, "Let's see what

fists in the air and on guitars

out speeding - well, without

on Nadezhda Teffi, a pre-

we can do."

instead of on podiums made

getting a ticket. My friends

Russian Revolution author.

The next class period, he

them no less important than

and I showed up late and got

Neatrour received the 1998

made me a deal. He asked that

politicians. Dr. Cline embraced

to the arena just as the open-

Pushkin Medal from the

I either complete a sealed,

the idea and the political

ing act was ending its set. We

American Council of Teach-

take-home test or show up

themes in U2 songs. Other

had to work five times as hard

ers of Russian. She was also

for class on Friday and take

teachers scoffed. Maybe they

to get up front to the mosh

honored by the Russian em-

the regular test. Of course, I

couldn't accept political state-

pit -

but hey, just showing

bassy in Washington and the

took my "take-home" essay

ments blaring from a stereo

up was half the battle.

back to my room and opened

instead of a three-piece suit.

it, half excited about going to

Maybe they'd never heard a

the concert and half ashamed

Bob Dylan record. My guess

that I had even asked for the

is that they just didn't have as

favor. The take-home test had

open a mind as Dr. Cline.

only one question - an essay
-

in Professor Cline's hand-

ABOUT THE PROFESSOR

Professor emeritus Paul Cline
taught political

Paul Cline spoke deliber-

science from

ately. He rolled words around

writing it read, "Tuition fees

in his head, being sure to

notwithstanding -

write

choose just the right ones. He

1,000 words on what choos-

always ran his fingers through

ing a $20 music show over a

his hair -

a side-part with a

scheduled class says about my

blondish tuft just over his

teaching ability."

brow. I was glad to know that

Shame and nervousness

he had at least one nervous

turned into an ugly gnawing

habit. He was human. But he

in my stomach. Professor Cline

was one human that I didn't

had taught me that we learn

want to disappoint again.

from the choices that we make

- Michelle Hite ('88)

1961 to 1997 and served as a
representative in the Virginia
General Assembly representing Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. Currently he
lives in Venice, Fla., where
he enjoys bicycling, softball
and writing.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

With mosh pit

State Council of Higher Education in Virginia.

Adolph H. Phillips, who
was JMU's chief fiscal officer
for 15 years, died Dec. 26,
2001, in Hilton Head, S.C. The
Phillips Center, built in 1986,

M
D

is named in his honor. During
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his tenure as vice president for
business affairs (1966-1981),
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struction of 30 new campus
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buildings. A 30-year retired
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Army colonel, Phillips served
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in World War II and retired
as inspector general of the
Army test and evaluation
command in Maryland.

scars to prove it,

Friday to take the regularly

Hite's current

English professor, died Jan. 1

God, I had disappointed the

scheduled test and was greeted

ticket stub hold-

in Annandale. Tresidder direc-

one professor that I respected

at the door - not with words,

ings are 38 Metallica and 46

ted the Stratford Players when

the most. Professor Cline was

but with an approving smile

Aerosmith shows. She spends

JMU was the State Teachers

the first teacher I studied

and handshake. The disap-

her nonconcert hours as assis-

College. He came to the col-

under who didn't laugh

pointment was gone from Dr.

tant editor of Montpelier. She

lege in 1935 and taught for

out loud when I

Cline's eyes, and it disappeared

served as vice mayor and coun-

seven years before World War

from the pit of my stomach.

cil member (10 years) for the

II naval service. From 1948

said that U2's

p
E

Phillips witnessed the con-

I showed up at 2:30 that

for ourselves.
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Argus Tresidder, former

Bono and Metal-

As I turned in my test,

Town of Craigsville and has

to 1969, he served the U.S.

lica's Jaymz Het-

Professor Cline nodded. He

volunteered for the town's fire

State Department as a foreign

field were the political

was a man of few words. "No

and rescue agencies. ~

service officer.
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death by Mrs. T. Northcote
Tollerin 1930."
No one seems to know

English professor and
medieval scholar Dabney Ban-

stored in a protective box.

JfflU appoints new
development UP
Kathy L. Stafford took the

how JMU acquired the rare

fund-raising helm on April 1

volumes. Bankert believes Mrs.

with an appointment as vice

Toller sold the dictionary in

president for development and

1931, but doesn't know who

alumni relations. Stafford had

bought it. A record from 1949
establishes beyond a doubt that
it is the set acquired by JMU
between 1969 and 1972. It was
sold from the estate of Andrew

previously served as vice presi-

Templeman, an unknown

dent for advancement at the
universities of Houston, South
Florida and Akron.
"Dr. Stafford brings impressive credentials to JMU;'

kert wondered why she was

A mystery began. The vol-

character in this mystery. Ban-

says President Linwood H.

required to go to Carrier Li-

umes, heavily annotated in

kert is researching the history

Rose. "She has proven herself

brary's Special Collections

two handwriting styles, hold

of the compilation of the dic-

as a fund-raiser, having con-

when she requested the uni-

a wealth of inserted letters,

tionary, its supplement and

d ucted capital campaigns at

versity's copy of The Bosworth-

notes and postcards. A hand-

Toller Anglo-Saxon Dictionary.

written note on the inside fly-

Bosworth and Toller. She has
received support as an Edna T.

successful $220-million effort

Donning white gloves, the

leaf of the first volume reads:

Shaeffer Humanist Award win-

at South Florida."

librarian produced not the typ-

"These four volumes have been

ner to continue her research

16

ical two-volume set used by

each rebound in their original

on JMU's mysterious volumes.~

J

medieval historians worldwide,

boards -

A

after the Editor's

- Janet L. Smith ('81)

two universities and leading a

Stafford joins JMU after
serving as vice chancellor of the
University of Houston System.~
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(July 10-17, 18-26). "We the
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IBM has named JMU to its

by the staff of the nonpartisan

consortium of "Best Partners

tory, Wilder told students to

Center for Civic Education.

in Student Services" along with

"be part of leadership" and

Joining JMU as a cosponsor

the University of Buffalo and

take leading roles in their

for the institute is Montpelier,

the University of California.

communities. "Dr. King was

home of fourth U.S. President,

JMU's Student Success Cen-

able to transcend the elite and

James Madison. Institute lead-

ter, developed to coordinate

the left-out;'Wilder said. "He

ers will train K- 12 teachers

student services campuswide,

was able to blend into orches-

how to teach the U.S. Consti-

was honored by IBM's Best

tration the ability to work to-

tution and will discuss real-

Practice Partners Group (cre-

gether. This was his legacy."

life educational issues.
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Dare ta dream
The JMU Center for Multicultural/International Student Services hosted a week of
activities in January to cele-

Thanks, pardner

People" institutes are directed

0
N

Speakers include political

We the people ...
an encore

ated in 1996 and currently
partnering with 23 member

scholars, authors and research-

universities). "IBM liked the

ers including JMU political

fact that we put so much focus

brate the life of Martin Luther

After impressing creators

science professor Anthony

on involving and developing

King Jr. JMU President Lin-

of the "We the People ... the

Ecsterowicz, history professor

our staff at the same time we're
doing so much for students in

wood H. Rose (above) talks to

Citizen and the Constitution"

Kevin Hardwick, James Madi-

keynote speaker, former Vir-

summer institute last year,

son Center Director Phil Bigler

the learning, service and wel-

ginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder.

JMU has been named host of

('74, '76M) and Director of the

come centers;' says Randy Mit-

The first elected African-

the 2002 state and national

Sweet Briar College Center for

chell, associate vice president

American governor in U.S. his-

"We the People" conferences

Civic Renewal Barbara Perry.

for student success.~

Milla Sue Wisecarver ('75), assistant director of]MU Sports Media Relations, served as a media sub-center manager at the XIX Winter
Olympic Games in Salt Lake City. In her mini-Olympic diary below, she shares her eyewitness account of historical moments (the first AfricanAmerican winter Olympic medalist); repeats of history (return of the skeleton event) and world-class Olympians kicking ice in Utah.

Sunday, Feb. 3

but I never had a feel for the size of Olympians. Bobsled brakemen

I've never been to this part of the country, and the Utah mountains are

(the pusher and the last man to jump into the sled) can be the size of

so majestic they might as well be Alps. We drive through the snow-

football players. Markus Zimmerman, the brakeman for the Ger-

covered Wasatch Mountains en route to Utah Olympic Park, where

man team that won the gold medal today, is 6-foot-3, 234 pound .

the sports I'm covering (ski jumping, nordic combined, bobsled, luge

TUesday, Feb. 19

and skeleton) will be contested at 7,000 feet. Utah Olympic Park is "one

History is made today in women's bobsled as USA 2 wins gold. Former

of the most challenging venues;' I'm told; and it's the only one with

All-America long jumper Vonnetta Flowers, became the first black ath-

two venues in one. There will be 16 days of competition, and on a peak

lete to medal in the Winter Games. She and Jill Bakken are in the lobby

day we'll see 36,000 spectators and 1,800 staff, not to mention athletes,

near my desk for an hour, posing for photos and talking to volunteer .

officials and journalists. The UOP workers are mostly from Utah, but
we also have staff from Austria, Germany, Australia and the Ukraine.
With athletes and coaches around, it sounds like the United Nations.

Ulednesday,Feb.20
Imagine hurtling 80 mph down a mile-long icy track, face fi rst o n
your American Flyer. Substitute a 3-ft. long steel and fibergla s sled

Thursday, Feb. 7

weighing nearly 100 pounds, and you have the sport of skeleton. Third-

It's Opening Ceremony rehearsals, and the pageantry is amazing. Dur-

generation American Olympian Jim Shea wins gold, and we watch

17

ing the parade of countries, each nation has a "stand-in" flag bearer,

as he struggles to take a photo of his recently deceased grandfather

M
0
N

but the United States is the only nation with "athletes." Several hun-

from his helmet to share it with the crowd. I was heartened to hear

dred volunteers enter the stadium, and the audience roars.

him say, "The friendships are more important. It's all about friend -

manday, Feb. 11
At UOP today, silver medalist Georg Hackl became the first person
to medal in five Olympics. A favorite for luge gold, the 35-year old
German was extremely gracious, saying "Armin (Zoeggeler, the
Italian gold medalist) is the right Olympic
champion." Equally impressive was
the German interpreter, Manfred, who not only translated but captured atheletes' emotions.

manday,
Feb. 1B
Athlete height and
weight are common stats known
about American
sports like
football
and basketball,

ships and competing. It's about
the world coming together
in a peaceful way, and
skeleton is a tribu te
to all that."
-Milla Sue
Wisecarver ('75)
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Internationally acclaimed Blackfriars Theatre is just one more stage in
English professor Ralph Cohen's lifelong mission to cure 'Shakesfear'

~fr{ (:g{e,11 re11te111.ber1 watching

that the actors weren't doing a good job,

company -

a group ofJMU students in black high-tops,

but I didn't know what [all of those Shake-

Express -

jeans and burlap tunics take the stage at the

speare scholars] were thinking."

mer student Jim Warren ('88). "From my

Shenandoah Shakespeare

which he had started with for-

Shakespeare Association of America annual

Cohen, who at the time had been teach-

point of view, the fear factor was very high;'

meeting in 1990. "I sat there thinking, 'I can't

ing at JMU for 17 years, was putting his

Cohen recalls. "It's sort of like a biology

come back;'' the English professor says. "Not

reputation on the line for a small touring

teacher teaching physiology, having a gym-

Cohen went backstage with the actors to a

thrust stage, every detail has been planned.

28 years, looks at the theater through a

little makeshift dressing room. He breathed

The blueprint for the theater was created

teacher's eyes and sees a lab. He talks about

a sigh of relief. At least it was over. "But when

from a 1616 drawing of a theater meant to

what the troupe-in-residence (Shenandoah

we opened the door, there was a line of some

look just like the Blackfriars Theatre. Cohen

Shakespeare) can do that the touring group,

of the most important Shakespearean schol-

says there may be a few differences, but he

still called Shenandoah Shakespeare Express,

ars;' he says. "The people I was most worried

knows the new theater captures the essence

cannot. Yet the touring group remains vital

about were the most enthusiastic and be-

of Shakespeare's Elizabethan theater. "If Wil-

to the company's vision of sharing Shake-

came our biggest fans."

liam Shakespeare walked into this theater;'

speare with thousands of schoolchildren

Cohen says, "he'd know damn well he was

and college students each year and curing

in Blackfriars."

their "Shakesfear."

That memory may seem almost a dream
now, as Cohen stands on the stage of the
newly built Blackfriars Theatre in Staunton.

Handmade circular candelabra provide

Cohen first learned that the truer the

After more than a decade of touring, Cohen

universal lighting -

the group often pro-

Shakespeare the better, by taking his students

and the Shenandoah Shakespeare Express

claims that they "do it with the lights on."

- starting in 1978 - to England to see the

decided to build a theater of their own. The

The lights stay on so that actors can talk to

Royal Shakespeare Company. Through this

20

320-seat, $3.7 million brick building on

the audience and involve them in the action.

program, JMU's Semester in London pro-

J

Market Street is the first reproduction of

"We always talk to the audience;' Cohen

gram began. "It started because I wanted

Shakespeare's indoor theater in the world.

says. "We include them. We do a lot of

my students to like Shakespeare," he says.
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The theater is a playground for the inhouse troupe, Shenandoah Shakespeare,
which brings the Bard's works to life. Open-
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ing in September 2001 to rave reviews, the
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theater saw 22,000 audience members in its
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first three months. The troupe has already
hosted more than 150 scholars at Blackfriars,
and the National Endowment for the Humanities granted $188,000 for a 2001 summer
institute hosted for three weeks in Staunton
and two weeks at the London Globe.
The company also plans to build a replica
of the Globe Theatre, Shakespeare's outdoor
theater and a Center for Research and Edu-

The Shakespeare Theatre Association of America will hold its annual conference at Blackfriars

cation in coming years. Entering what is be-

Theatre in 2004. "It's the party I've always wanted to give," says Shenandoah Shakespeare

coming a "Shakespearean campus;' Blackfriars' visitors first notice the three-story "O"

founder and JMU professor Ralph Cohen. The international conference draws about 150
scholars and theater representatives from 75 member Shakespeare theaters in the United
States, Canada and England.

worried about reputation . .! was just worried
about making it;' Warren says, as he remembers washing potatoes at JMU and working

ages to capture little jewel moments be-

corporating music, changing costumes, tour-

tween people."

ing internationally and now building the

Shenandoah Shakespeare Express, Cohen

Blackfriars. "I think that the risks, almost

and the Blackfriar's in-house troupe bring

all of them, have been to be truer to Shake-

Shakespeare to the masses without the use

speare;' Warren says.

of spotlights, fancy stage props or intermis-

And they have paid off. Today, the com-

sions. "It's a fast-paced, athletic production,

pany enjoys international acclaim. The Wash-

using about 12 actors to play all of the roles;'

ington Post proclaimed the group's perform-

Cohen explains.

ances "shamelessly entertaining Shakespeare:'
But Cohen and Warren give all the credit to
the man who wrote the plays. "Our success
is founded on the idea that Shakespeare knew
what he was doing. That idea is foolproof;'
Warren says. "That idea is genius."
"It's not about our cleverness," adds
Cohen, "He was that good." +

To learn more, visit Shenandoah Shakespeare at www.shenandoahshakespeare.com
or call the box office at (540) 885-5588. The
theater is located at 10 South Market St.,
Staunton,VA 22901.
Cliff Chamberlain portrays Leontes, King of
Sicilia, in Shenandoah Shakespeare's pro-

'Dt1f:Jru-rs Qfde: The Walden Font Co.

duction of The Winter's Tale. The Winter's Tale
is a roller coaster ride through love, faith,
family and loyalty.

has adapted the William Shakespeare headline
font from the Bard's original handwriting.

ERMA YOST
EXPLORES
THE VERY

T

f

Story by Rachel R.oberts
Photos by Stephen Lipuma and Corme,y ofErma Martin Yost ('69, '75M)

Erma Martin Yost (' 69, '75M)
began her new piece of art
as she would any other. She
started experimenting with
simple scraps of fabric, pinning
them to a plain white board,
waiting for something interesting to take shape. In
August she pinned a tall vertical piece of fabric to her
board, along with a piece of
black ribbon cutting it in half.
Next to it, for no reason at all
that she can think of, Yost
placed a photograph of an
angel that she had taken in
Italy and transferred to fabric.
The artist then waited patiently
for something to come to her.

I

Tragically, it came in the aftermath of Sept. 11, when

fabric artist and quilter entered her
studio and found that those same random
scraps of fabric suddenly resembled the Twin
Towers with an angel hovering nearby. From
her home, Yost had seen the plane crash into
the second tower and watched both towers
burn and crumble on the New York skyline.
Yost contemplated whether or not to
finish the piece. When she realized she was
having trouble returning to her art because
of what had happened, she thought that finishing the Twin Towers piece would help.
"It's not the sort of thing I'd usually do in
response to an event;' she says. "But it begged
to be finished, so I did."
Most of the time, Yost's art is inspired
Bird Books,
Forest Tapestry

not by an event, but evolves through life
experiences. She never starts with a theme,
but instead finds one as she works. "I explore
and take in a lot of different images, and it
takes awhile to digest. Eventually something

rises to the surface;' she says. With needle,

From there she pins the different col-

brush, camera and computer, Yost creates a

ored fabrics onto a white board, until a

new genre of art by combining the classical

noticeable shape begins to emerge. Then

grandeur of Italian frescoes with the down-

she begins to create the distinctive style of

home roots of her grandmother's quilts.

art she is known for, adding photos ("I have

Growing up in Wakarusa, Ind., she re-

shoeboxes full of photos, which I guess is my

members watching her mother, grandmoth-

quick way of making a sketch of something:')

ers and aunts create quilts, while she and the

from her travels by manipulating them on the

other children hid underneath and pointed

computer and transferring them to fabric and

out their stitching mistakes. "Our home didn't

melding them into the greater piece of art.

have art, but quilts were my earliest expo-

Because much of her art springs from

sure to design;' she says. "I never quilted my-

her vision of the places she has been, her

self, but was always opinionated about col-

series of works also constitute a visual diary

ors and patterns."

and scenic tour of her travels. Handprints, a

Even though Yost has followed in their

Yost series that is on display in her home

footsteps, she has defined her own path.

studio, came to life after she visited caves in

She works alone in a brightly lit studio in-

the Southwest and photographed the hand-

stead of in front of a coal stove and lives

prints of American Indians. She then worked

25

within a mile of New York City. She has

those images into her quilt pieces and even
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shown her work often at the Noho Gallery

shaped each piece of artwork to symbolize

in Soho, the Jersey City Museum and numer-

the shamans who painted on the walls.
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ous other galleries. She is in the permanent

A trip to Australia for a teacher exchange

collections of the American Craft Museum

brought about her amazing 3-D, multilay-

in New York City, Virginia Art Institute and

ered pieces titled Bird Books. Each piece in

~

JMU's neighbor, Rockingham Memorial Hos-

the series consists of fabrics that have been

2
D

pital. She has been featured in the books The

stitched to look like wings, but then also

Art Quilt and America's Quilts. She also taught

fold into each other to form a book. "Before

at one of the most prestigious schools in

I went on the trip, I had been reading about

Manhattan, The Spence School.

Australian aboriginal art;' she says. "But when
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Just like her grandmother, Yost begins

I arrived, the bird life took me by surprise; I

with a simple piece of fabric. However, her

saw these beautiful birds that would sit on

artwork emerges as she adds layers of painted

a rail as you wandered by."

patterns until the scrap has gone from white

When she returned home, Yost began

to a lush, textured color. "I loved painting bold

her regular artistic evolution and worked to

strokes and big brushes, so I started think-

represent her trip by creating the bird nests

ing how I could use fabric as an expressive

with basket weaving. When that didn't work,

medium," Yost says. "Then I just started

she decided to try something different and

altering commercial fabrics with paint."

began making Bird Books.

2

From paintbrush in hand to hand stitching
to guiding her trusty Bernina, Yost orchestrates a new genre of art -

combining

Italian frescoes and quilt making.

'

... T,,

...

Her most recent series, Domestic Alle-

home to some of New York's most presti-

gories, emerged after three trips to Italy. Im-

gious children, although she never favored

pressed by the strength of the women in the

them over others.

frescoes she saw there, Yost photographed

Dianne Martin, a teacher in the visual

the other major element in her artwork

arts department at Spence, shared a class-

-

at flea markets. She

room with Yost for more than 20 years. "Erma

experimented by melding the two and cre-

was a master teacher, and all her classes loved

ated a series of pieces celebrating women.

her," Martin says. She also remembers one

household items -

Last fall, the Oasis Gallery in downtown

instance where Yost uncharacteristically left

Harrisonburg showcased Domestic Allegories.

her art materials and samples in a taxi on the

Her show brought Yost back full circle to

way to school. "Erma was able to cope some-

JMU, where she had begun her art career.

how with doing a demonstration without

Yost lived in an off-campus boarding

her materials ... Her resilience and capacity

house while she finished her degree in art

to think on her feet is just phenomenal,"

education. She witnessed the opening of

Martin says.

Duke Hall, which houses JMU's art program

Recently retired from teaching, Yost is

and which, along with the nearby music

active in a group called The Art Quilt Net-

26

building, could become part of a fine and per-

work of New York, which works to enhance

J

forming arts complex funded by a proposed

awareness of the art of quilting. "We try and

bond issue. "I never dreamed when I went to

work to give quilting its due respect. We don't

JMU that someday I'd have my own show;'

want quilts to be classified as crafts;' she says.

she says. "It was great to see my professors,

In her own art, Yost has paid the handi-
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who were very generous about my work."

work of her grandmother's generation the
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After graduating in 1969, Yost took up

greatest respect, elevating quilting from its

teaching, feeling as though she had found her

provincial roots to the heights of New York

calling within the art world. "I was so lucky;

City sophistication. ''I'm an object maker;'

I found something that I immediately loved;'

she says. "Handling fabric and sewing feels

she says. "It is so satisfying to have a room

authentic. In the process,

full of children pleased with themselves that

I just hope I

they made something that they liked." Yost

can express

eventually landed at The Spence School,

some ideas." •
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Bird Books,
Dream Flight

Domestic Allegories, Adoration in Arezzo

Brian Conniff's not gloating, but
since Sept. 11, his 188 transmitters
are working at maximum pow £

..

Brian Conniff ('72) was in a board meet-

he says diplomatically. "I think it's a tattoo

ing on Capitol Hill Sept. 11 when four jetlin-

parlor now." The house was painted purple,

ers crashed into the World Trade Center, the

so if you ever wanted to find him, "you just

Pentagon and in rural Pennsylvania. "We

looked for the purple house."

proper measure of

UNITED

STATES

an organization,
especially after an
attack; it's what

it does in the face
of such a eris·
adjourned the meeting because we couldn't
conduct business with this going on," he
says later. "Then we were told to evacuate
the building."
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Small wonder. Conniff is acting direc-

ernors, a bipartisan group that monitors t e

tor of the International Broadcasting Bureau,

IBB, to the House Committee on I erna-

which commands such broadcasters as the

tional Relations on Oct. 10, "we ·

internationally known Voice of America,
whose clients include Afghanistan and Paki-
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to its 700 hours of programming each week.
to get the U.S. government's message out.

He notes that most rebellions come from

I
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"We're at the foot of the Capitol;' he says

ideas from within, and the VOA helps pro-

International Broadcasting Bureau's trans-

calmly from his office in Southwest Wash-

1clence

mitter network is at.maximum power. Our

ington, D.C., "about 200 yards from them.

international Web sites are taking thou-

If a plane hit them it would take us out, too."

sands of hits."
After the Sept. 11

the rest home.)

foreign policy," says Conniff, noting that

It's a £

the bureau's $400 million budget is a fraction

colic, hilly Harrisonburg. Conniff enrolled

of the foreign affairs budget. "There are a lot

in Madison College in 1968. For most of his

of ways to deal with international problems.

college years, he lived in an apartment on

has several off-site booths as well. Conniff

Market Street near the courthouse and not

says they have also worked out arrange-

far from a head shop. "Hippie paraphernalia;'

ments with broadcasters such as National

/

Public Rad o to borrow space should

ntingency planning," as Conniff

his master's in pub-

en the wall came down, the mission

lic administration

e VO/ts Radio Free Europe shifted from

from Virginia Tech

e especially important in Octo-

in 1974.
His father, the
late Thomas Con-

service to the mailroom, and peo-

niff, was a foreign

re tested;' says Conniff. No one tested

service officer, so

overseas while growing up. It seemed
foreign service would have been a

on how banks work in America, very

shoo-in for him. "My initial interest was
Afghanistan. The agency has beefed t

t up

simple concepts that they didn't know

in state and local government;' he says,

about;' Conniff says. "It was kind of excitin
because we thought almost overnight it w s
all over. Then we realized we had a big
ahead of us. It was just a different job."
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we still h ave a role to play i
them about America and al
own country."
As the IBB scales back ·

ave to go into their closet to hear us;' he says.

Europe and ratchetst
p ts efforts to address

Most of what's being beamed to Afgha-

the U.S. war on terro ism, it must also continue to address e

nistan has been everything from explaining
American actions ("We want to make people
understand this is not a war against religion:')

, erlin Wall. "You had this sense of forebod-

to letting folks know where the Department

ing;' he says of the atmosphere around the

of Defense has dropped food.

wall, remembering th e silent border guards
in their tower. "Dark, grim, this physical,
imposing structure that says without words,
'That's them, and this is us.' It just made
a stark comparison to freedom barbed wire and

hIB wing,"he MY,. O,nniJfomed

them from us."

t

rging political promises

C-SPAN GETS

[RELAY]

G

ET HOME ON YOUR OWN, contestants are told when Lost plunks them down in

Nowhere, central Africa. Win a million dollars, but first let The Weakest Link host

shred your ego. Or let Fear Factor submerge you in a vat of earthworms. Yuk. Television is doing a lot of strange things to reality these days.
Ever since Survivor! got busy voting one another off the island (or in from the Outback)
in a voyeuristic experiment in self-government, the staff at C-SPAN should be feeling
pretty self-satisfied about the new reality TV trend. Talk about getting real. C-SPAN's reality
doesn't even have an off switch.
"MTV does a great job at what it does:' says C-SPAN field producer Joe Teeples ('87).
"But The Real World, is that real? Would you have these groupings [of people living
together] normally? ... After editing down six months to eight hours, is that the real
world? If you think about reality TV, none of it is reality. It's created."
In sharp contrast, Teeples can point to C-SPAN's three cable networks and 23 years
of around-the-clock coverage of the everyday drama and tedium of American public life.
"We have the fly-on -the-wall approach. We tape from start to finish," says Paul Brown
('83), who helps develop and schedule C-SPAN's programming. "When the House is in session, C-SPAN 1 is airing it. When the Senate's in session, C-SPAN 2 is airing it:' Brown says.
"C-SPAN 3 airs live events like hearings and press briefings and history programming."

MADISON STYLE
Story b)' Pain Brock

[RECOUNT]
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[RECORD]
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Brown and Teeples are among the JMU

and also produce original programming, much

2001 JMU celebration of James Madison's

p
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alumni who deliver C-SPAN's commercial-

of it historical.Alumni went on the road to help

and pundit-free public affairs programming,

create the Peabody Award-winning American

All of these efforts aim C-SPAN's cameras

including the popular viewer call-in show,

Presidents: Life Portraits series and the current

at the checks, balances and branches of govern-

I
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Washington Journal, which studio production

American Writers: A Journey Through History.

ment, the press, and the American people.

G

manager Brett Betsill ('82) has helped direct

While Robin Porter ('OO) puts the pro-

"I think that the more you study history,

grams on the air from the master control

the more you understand how and why things

As camera operators, studio and field tech-

room, Debbie Richerson Bates ('93) hires re-

happen the way they do today," says Carol

nicians, crew supervisors, directors, producers

mote crews and arranges live feeds for politi-

Hellwig, who is executive assistant to C-SPAN

and managers, C-SPAN's JMU alumni tele-

cal and historical events across the country,

CEO Brian Lamb. She has helped write many

vise live hearings, votes and caucus meetings,

including grassroots affairs, town hall meet-

of Lamb's books and wrote, Who's Buried in

White House press briefings, National Press

ings and campaign rallies, where the Ameri-

Grant's Tomb?, the companion book to the

Club gatherings, and interviews with reporters,

can people air their thoughts and concerns.

American Presidents series. "So C-SPAN's inter-

for years.

literati and other D.C. players.

The courts, American history, education

250th birthday.

E
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est in history complements our public affairs

Some graduates, like Teeples and Meg Gal-

and books get special attention from C-SPAN,

mission perfectly in that regard -

it places

perin ('97), hit America's roads in the C-SPAN

which dispatches crews to think tanks and

current events in context."

School Bus (actually a mobile TV studio and

universities to cover lectures, panel discus-

Over the years, as many as 20 JMU alumni

production facility). They visit public schools

sions and seminars, including the March

have helped C-SPAN eke out a special cable
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niche, only recently getting some periodic

ing the legislators and staff on Capitol Hill,

insight. "Alfred Hitchcock said that film is

company from the likes of FOX, MSNBC

are self-proclaimed junkies. Some will never

really life with the boring parts left out.

and CNN. These alumni will be among the

watch us, and that's fine. We sort of view

C-SPAN leaves all the boring parts in;' says

first to admit, however, that C-SPAN isn't

ourselves as the public library: We're there

Reynolds, who teaches society and the media.

winning the Nielsen sweeps. In fact, it's not

when you want us."

"You have to pull out the kernels of conflict
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running the ratings race since cable com-

Hellwig agrees. "C-SPAN's style is not

yourself. C-SPAN is the antithesis [of real-

panies finance C-SPAN on a per-subscriber

for everyone. We realize that;' she says. "Our

ity TV] in some ways. It's reality on a mun-
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dane level;' he explains. "It's interesting inter-
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IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE
A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE CAN
SEE POLITICAL EVENTS UNFOLD
• • • CAROL HELLWIG ('92)
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mittently, boring more often than not. It is
more minutiae than the public cares about.
But the public feels comfortable that we do
have this window on the process."

basis. Because they're not competing for

programming may not be the most excit-

And public access is the whole point, Tee-

viewers with Temptation Island or Friends

ing, but I think it's important to have a place

ples explains. "C-SPAN was created to show

or Dateline NBC or even the evening news,

where people can see political events unfold

government in action, to give a hands-on

C-SPAN can afford to be, well, less sexy.

without someone else's editing or interpre-

view of what's going on in our government."

"It's an acquired taste;' Teeples acknowl-

tation. The nature of commercial television

Meg Galperin ('97), who recently left

edges. "People who understand the ins and

doesn't allow those networks to spend more

C-SPAN to join AmeriCorps, says "C-SPAN

outs of politics in general are fascinated by

than a few minutes on each story. C-SPAN

brings Washington, D.C., outside of the belt-

C-SPAN. People who don't [enjoy politics]

can devote hours. If someone wants to study

way. Before C-SPAN started in 1979, if any-

find it boring. It's the same as golf on TV.

the issues in depth, they have that option."

one wanted to see the House or the Senate,

We have our niche. Some people occasion-

JMU media arts and design professor

they actually had to go to Washington and

ally watch to find out stuff. Some, includ-

Kevin Reynolds looks to an old master for

stand in line for four hours to see 10 minutes.

.....

Flanking C-SPAN CEO Brian Lamb are ( clockwise from far left) ]MU alumni: production specialist Joe Teeples ('87); logistics editor Debbie
Richerson Bates ('93 ); former community relations specialist Jeneen Robinson ('94), who now works for the NAACP; coordinating producer Paul
Brown ('83 ); studio production manager Brett Betsill ('82), who is holding the camera; former production specialist Meg Galperin ('97), who
has joined AmeriCorps; and executive assistant to the CEO Carol Hellwig ('92). Not pictured are Robin Porter ('00), who works in master control,
and former C-SPAN employees: receptionist Jennifer Beemer ('00), crew chief Steve Carpenter ('83) and producer Anne-Hope Johnson ('82).
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How much do you actually see? You voted

But whether dramatic or boring, says

Like Brown, Betsill finds the proof of

for them [elected officials] to go there. Your

Bates, "there's no bias, no commentary, no

C-SPAN's neutrality in those viewer com-
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tax dollars pay their salaries. They're decid-

commercials. We don't get up and say, 'this

ments. "We're questioned daily on our bal-

p
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ing how to use the rest of your tax dollars.

is what we think about what Barbara Boxer

ance of the guests we have on Washington
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Are they living up to their campaigning? Are

just said.' Sometimes we get shoved aside by

Journal. Conservative guests put up with
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they doing what you elected them to do?" she

sponsoring groups because we're not a major

liberals calling and bashing; and then dur-

asks. "Sanford, N.C., where I am now with

network. Others favor us more because the

ing the Clinton years, we had the same prob-

ArneriCorps, is so far removed from Wash-

event is shown from beginning to end. It's not

lem from the other side. So we split up the

ington, D.C. It will be efforts like C-SPAN

just a sound bite;' Bates explains. "Our prem-

phone lines [offering one each for Demo-

that bring knowledge of government here."

ise is for the viewer to decide what it means.

crats, Republicans and others] so they must

C-SPAN, like the American life it mir-

We show the whole thing with no reporters.

identify themselves [and we can balance the

That way there's no bias."

access according to how we answer the

rors, does have its drama, however. Just in
the last three years, Betsill says, there were

"We allow viewers to make up their own

the Clinton impeachment hearings, the presi-

opinions;' Brown says. "One reason why I look

dential campaign, the vote count controversy

forward to viewer comments demonstrates

Brown says, "That goes to the heart of

and Sept. 11. C-SPAN showed it all. "Now

how people view things so differently. It's hard

why C-SPAN exists in the first place, to show

it's the Enron hearings;' he said just before

to believe they're watching the same event."

the political process in a way that will allow

press time. "There's always something going

phones]. Now we get bashed from both sides,
and that's actually what you want to hear."

on that's enlivening public policy, and that's

THERE IS NO BIAS, NO COMMENTARY,
NO COMMERCIALS.

what C-SPAN is all about."

• • • DEBBIE RICHERSON BATES ('93)
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viewers unfiltered access to what's going on.

to an empty room. The TV is always on, and

standing the way TV is presented, learning

Networks and local news have just so much

congressmen and their staff can do paper-

the grammar of TV really makes for better-

time. For a five-hour hearing on Enron, a

work and keep an eye on the floor."

informed viewers."

local newscast can devote a minute and a half.

Betsill, who celebrates his 20th anniver-

In those cases you're being asked to accept

sary at C-SPAN this year, sounds like the

what a producer or a reporter thinks is the

old hand he is: "When you talk about Wash-

"We all have our mundane day-to-day

most important information to take out of

ington and politics and talk about what's

lives that we live with family and partners;'

that meeting."

real and what's not, it's always a challenge

says Reynolds, the JMU media professor.

to figure out. It has gone on for 200 years."

"The reason soap operas have proliferated

Which doesn't mean that reality television will be any less popular.
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"It's up to others to make up their own
opinions," Teeples says. "We're not here to

Part of C-SPAN's mission is helping

for so long is that these are vicarious expe-

make commentary or to stir the pot. View-

school children learn about television and

riences. Reality TV took that whole model

WE HAVE A FLY-ON-THE-WALL APPROACH.
• • • PAUL BROWN ('83)

a step further. These characters are really
pushing the boundaries of possibility. There's
something about the voyeur in each of us

ers have to think and use their minds and

the reality of Washington and government.

who wants to peek into other people's lives,

not just let TV wash over them. There's a

Students can literally watch as a bill becomes

even though we know in our hearts it's

time and place for entertainment, and this

law, when teachers incorporate C-SPAN pro-

not reality."

might seem boring. But we don't spoon-

grams into their lessons. That also happens

C-SPAN's particular mirror of Ameri-

feed anybody."

through the C-SPAN School Bus, the mobile

cana in action, meanwhile, will continue

So, is that reality?

production and studio facility that turns into

observant and unadorned.

Galperin wonders. She is mindful that

an instant classroom. "That's one of our more

C-SPAN gets criticism when the camera

important projects;' Teeples says. "Under-

"C-SPAN is not better," Teeples says,
"it's just different." +

zooms out from those congressional speechmakers to reveal an empty chamber. "But;'

To learn more about JMU alumni at C-SPAN now and in the past and their roles in the
Peabody Award-winning American Presidents: Life Portraits series, go to www.jmu.edu/

she explains, "there's a TV in every office in
the Capitol Building, so they're not talking

montpelier and click the Full Monty icon.

Displaying a range of outside jumpers
and twisting bank shots off the glass, Stielper
torched Robert Morris of Pittsburgh for 31
points in the second half. That's right: 51
points in one game, a school record that still
stands nearly a quarter of a century later. He
made 22 of 25 shots from the field, while
playing all but two minutes in a 98-73 win.
"There was a streak, even in practice,
for four weeks where everything was going
in," Stielper recalls. "My comfort level was
high. Every shot, you think, it's going in."
"He got in the zone," recalls Madison
coach Lou Campanelli. "Everything he threw
up went in."

Certainly Stielper had many more memorable moments for the Dukes. No. 44 ended
his junior season as one of the top scorers
in the nation (a school-best 25. 7 points per
game). Not bad for a player on a team that
had joined the ranks of Division I less than
three years earlier.
Stielper concluded his college career with
2,126 points and 917 rebounds -

still school

records. He broke the scoring mark (2,065)
that had been held by his former teammate,

--

Sherman Dillard, who recently finished his

piece of paper carries a lot of weight in our

Michael, was in the same graduating class

fifth season as the JMU head coach.

society," Stielper says. He received his degree

with the former prep star in 1976.

Stielper left Harrisonburg with a truck-

through JMU's Adult Degree Program, which

Stielper had left JMU when he was

load of awards: honorable mention All-Amer-

is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year.

drafted in the eighth round by the Indiana

ican in 1979 by the Associated Press, second-

JMU and Mary Baldwin College were the

Pacers of the National Basketball Associa-

team all-state by the Richmond Times-

first two schools in Virginia to establish the

tion in 1980, but did not make the team.

Dispatch and first-team all-ECAC South.

program after a state mandate in the 1970s.

After returning from Europe in 1983 after

What he didn't take with him was some-

"That is one of the prize moments, that

three seasons of pro ball, Stielper held sev-

thing more important: a college diploma. But

he was able to graduate;' says Vickie Lilley,

era! jobs near his hometown of Linthicum,

that was something Stielper did ot realize

who worked with Stielper in the Adult Degree

just south of Baltimore. He even delivered

at the time. "I blew it off because I thought I

Program. "He was a joy to work with."

pizzas at one point in order to make child-

was going to be a professional basketball

"It was quite exciting. He had a fan club

player;' says Stielper, who played overseas for

that remembered his accomplishments;' says

"He had jobs, but not proper jobs,"

three seasons but not in the NBA. "I really

Charles Curry, director of continuing edu-

says David Shiplett, a long-time friend from

didn't think of the future at that time."

cation at JMU.

Harrisonburg. "I think he wanted that [de-

support payments.

Lilley says that someone must have gone

gree] pretty bad." Shiplett says that Stielper

received his Bachelor

at least three years without being a full-time

has called him once a month for the past 20

degree last Decemb

student to be eligible for the program. She

years. Shiplett would bring up the unfinished

the average age is about 40, and the

course work at times. "I told him, 'You don't

ity of returning students has been out

have much to finish.' It really upset me. He

chool five to 10 years. "It is designed and

was that close. He is a very bright person. I

Making up for
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d to meet the special needs and life-

slfould have been c

styles of working adults;' Curry says. He adds
ers, other family members and friends at the

that more than 300 people have taken advan-

graduation ceremony. "Personally, my chil-

tage of the program. Curry says students must

dren know their father has a college degree."

have 30 credit hours to join the program.

His daughters, Lindsay, 13, and Steph-

Stielper's path to finishing his degree

anie, 7, live with their mothers in two Mary-

began about two years ago, when he started

land towns.

working as a half-time project manager and

To Stielper, college -

the first time -

half-time project superintendent for Jim Grif-

meant basketball and fun. "I was a partyer,

fith, president of JGM Construction in Glen

you could call me;' he says. But Campanelli

Burnie, Md. Griffith and his wife, Mary,

says Stielper was on track to graduate until

employ about 15 people.

his last semester in 1980.

Griffith and Stielper went to the same

"Just because you don't have a degree

high school, old Andover High in Maryland's

doesn't mean you are not smart. But that

Anne Arundel County. Griffith's brother,

hated to see him waste it;' Shiplett says. "Steve

is an honorable person. He made some mistakes when he was young."
When Griffith, a University of Maryland
graduate, learned that Stielper was 15 credits
shy of his degree, he said: "Why don't you
call the university and see exactly what you
need to graduate?" But Griffith did more than
encourage. He also footed the bill for the
remaining course work, and allowed Stielper
to take time off from the construction business when needed.
"The motivation was Jim Griffith. He
thought it would be good for the company
image. It was up to me to follow it up;' Stielper
says. He did, receiving credit by taking a CLEP
exam for Spanish, doing a senior project for
communications in the construction industry, a 10-page paper on how the Americans
with Disabilities Act influenced the construction sector and testing out on a threecredit course on meteorology.
"It is good for the company to have a
college graduate;' Griffith says. "More importantly, beside the company, the interest to do
it was for him."
Stielper was already putting his real-world
education to use with JGM Construction.
On a chilly morning in January, Stielper
is speaking Spanish with some workers on
his job site on the second floor of a IO-story
office building about five blocks from the
White House in Washington. Stielper learned
Spanish while playing pro ball in Spain in
the early 1980s. He

ro

-

ently, he still played hoops

.Jt"!

It was Jim Griffith,president of JGMConstruction, who
not only pressed his project superintendent to finish up
hisdegree but also footed the bill because it was good
both for his company andforStielper.

~

Stielper is sitting at a makeshift desk,

After getting several stitches to close the

wearing a blue company shirt and brown

wound, he did, and had 25 points and 15

pants, with a watch on his left wrist and a

rebounds against an imposing Utah State

cell phone that goes off often. His company

front line. The Dukes still lost by 36 points;

is putting the finishing touches on offices

it was their worst setback ever. It would

for George Washington University lawyers,

have been even worse without Stielper.
That kind of perseveranc·e has paid off

and Stielper is coordinating the work of JGM
employees and outside specialists. He normally leaves his home around 6 a.m. and is

former teammate and current JMU basketball coach Sherman
Dillard ('78) reunite in Godwin Hall just moments belore
Stielper's college graduation.

at the job site from about 7 a.m. until 2

finally eligible for JMU's athletics Hall of
Fame. He was inducted last month.

who did not graduate at the time. "Only

to work a few hours until calling it a day

because he lost interest his senior year;' Cam-

"Steve should stay a part of James Mad-

around 5:30 p.m.

panelli says. "I always felt bad. Maybe I didn't

ison. He helped build a foundation. Without

His new college degree has not landed

say the right thing. We always made aca-

the Steve Stielpers, we would not have been

Stielper a promotion, but company presi-

demics a priority. At that time it wasn't im-

able to build the program," Campanelli says.

dent Griffith says he hopes the former hoop

portant to him."

In the end, Stielper actually went beyond

Campanelli remembers another memo-

the school's academic requirements. He now

The news of Stielper's graduation swept

rable game, which came on Jan. 14, 1978,

has 124 college credits, four more than he

quickly among current and former JMU ath-

during Stielper's sophomore year. Before a

needed for his degree.

letics personnel. Stielper says that his former

long road trip, Stielper cut open his left elbow

"He deserves it," Shiplett says. "He has

Madison coach, Campanelli, called to con-

during a rebounding drill the day before play-

grown up now. He has his head on straight.

gratulate him. Stielper says the two had not

ing at Utah State.

I am real proud of him."+

spoken since 1980, though not because of

"He blew it open pretty good," says ath-

any falling out. "I lost track of him;' says

letics trainer Ron Stefancin, who is still at

Campanelli, now the director of basketball

JMU. Stielper made the point to Campanelli

officials in the California-based Pacific 10

and Stefancin that since he shot right-handed,

conference. Stielper also says he received notes

he could play with his left elbow wrapped.

from former athletics director Dean Ehlers
and former baseball coach Brad Babcock,
now the executive associate athletics director

,

time, off the court. As a graduate, he was

p.m., then he heads to the company office

star can become his right-hand man.

,

for Stielper more than 20 years later - this

lllllf
"I was so excited. I am

Campanelli says. "It kind of ma

.,I

'Mission accomplished for Steve."' Campau-

~...,

elli says that of the 42 four-year players he
had at Madison, Stielper was the only one
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hers: "Oh, my arm was on fire one time -
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briefly," he adds. He describes the incident,
at a festival in Wise, Va., as "embarrassing,"
but the organizers did hire him back the
next year.
Despite the risks of the art, Stuart does
mention one quirk in his approach to
things; he refuses to buy health insurance.

a

"It's probably not the best common sense;'
he admits, and the rather radical point of
view seems at odds with his quiet speech
and low-key modesty.

David Bear Stuart's childhood was far

Not realizing after the show that one had

"I guess I feel that if I can handle knives

from conventional. His father worked for the

developed a crack, he left them in his dorm

and torches, there's not much out there that

United Nations; his mother was a sculptor.

room. ''A few days later there was this awful

could scare me."

He spent seven of his first 17 years in Asia, in-

smell;' he remembers, "and I couldn't imag-

A juggler's seasons fluctuate; busy months
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cluding stays in Western Samoa, Nepal and

ine what was causing it. "It took the shine off

may mean 15 to 18 gigs, slower months be-

J
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the Philippines.

juggling eggs for some time."

tween four and eight. Stuart supplements his

M
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Until Stuart ('86) moved back to the

These days Stuart, who has lived in

income here and there on occasion by rent-

M
A
D

United States, his most unusual hobby was

Roanoke for seven years, juggles the usual

ing out an apartment, working for a local

playing competitive volleyball in Guam. It

props - balls, rings and clubs -

and risks

arborist and teaching tennis lessons. And

wasn't until after he moved to rural Rock-

the scarier ones too -

torches, knives

he reluctantly mentions a one-summer stint

bridge County, an hour south of Harrison-

and machetes.
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burg, that he took up a fairly exotic pastime
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juggling. A family friend was practicing

as a country music deejay.

Has he ever injured himself? He

Gigs include parades, private parties,

thinks for a moment or two, then remem-

hotel events, after-school programs and fes-

in his front yard, Stuart was intrigued, and

tivals. "I really get pumped up in parades, to

that was the beginning.

tell you the truth;' he admits, "you get kind of

Now it's his career.

little snapshots, little vignettes of juggling.

H is first two undergraduate years were

You're having to move forward as part of this

at Washington and Lee University, at the time

whole group of people."

all male, in Lexington. "I went there thinking

Being an artist, Stuart's mother under-

pure academics;' he explains, "but I didn't

stood his choice of careers perhaps sooner

really fit into the fraternity scene."

than his father did. "My father was sort of like,

His brother was an art major at JMU,
and Stuart fo und it a better niche. He trans-

'Oh no, not another one;'' Stuart remembers.
"'Couldn't you do something like teach?'"

ferred in 1984 and majored in history. For one

Instead of a closet of three-piece suits,

college talent show, Stuart juggled goose eggs.

Stuart's work attire is a choice of Italian Ren-

aissance (purple-striped shirt and beret), Colonial (white blouse with sash and armbands),
Victorian English (top hat, ascot and cloak)
and medieval jester (tasseled hat and curlytoed shoes). "I have to be careful sometimes
where I wear that," Stuart says -

such as

the nightclub on downtown Roanoke's
Salem Avenue -

where, in Stuart's words,

"the jokes are a little rawer and the people are
a little rougher. I think I even wore my tights;'
he says with a laugh.
And he doesn't have a briefcase either.
Instead, Stuart carries a real bag of tricks, a
duffel filled with juggling accessories as well
as toys to amuse the smaller children. He also
creates balloon sculptures, especially for
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the younger crowds.
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Stuart practices two hours a day, some-

p
E

times in the park across the street from his
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home, sometimes at the gym and sometimes
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in his house, a brick two-story in historic

A
I

N

southwest Roanoke with hardwood floors

~

and tall windows he shares with two decid-

2
0
0
2

edly vocal cats. The high ceilings were part
of its allure when Stuart first bought it.
To Stuart, juggling for a living is no big
deal. Ten-year-old hecklers or catching the
wrong end of a flying machete - it's all part
of the job. "It's pretty tame compared to some
things;' he insists. "I think my life is pretty
nonrisky except for the occasional tossing
around of sharp objects.
"You do what you love, and everything
else will fall into place." And that includes
the torches. +
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The words "Light the Fire Within;' emblazoned on the 2002 Olympic torch, had dual
meaning for Huong "Prissie" Nguyen ('94).
This winter, she was not only an Olympic torchbearer, but also an expectant mother.
Nguyen was six-months pregnant when she
carried the Olympic torch for two city
blocks in Alexandria - part of the torch's
December relay through Virginia.
Nguyen's husband, Brad Showalter ('93),
nominated her to be one of 11,500 torchbearers who helped carry the flame 13,500

miles through 46 states to the 2002 Olympic
Winter Games in Salt Lake City.
Nguyen was chosen from 210,000
national nominees. Family and friends'
inspirational stories and nomination letters
recounted her selfless contributions and
painted a picture of a true Olympic spirit.
"Prissie embodies the spirit of the
games," says Showalter. "A former Vietnamese refugee, she and the rest of her family
established themselves in the Tidewater
region. Prissie became a U.S. citizen, is a

hard-working businesswoman, and always
makes the time to volunteer for organizations like the Peace Corps, Special Olympics, Junior Achievement, the Leukemia
Society, Ten Thousand Villages and Habitat
for Humanity."
Nguyen says, "It's been a humbling experience. The fact that I was part of an international event is a great honor."
Prissie and Brad welcomed their daughter, Montana Nguyen Showalter, on April 4.
- Denisse Paz ('03)

"JMU students and alumni are clearly in
serious demand," says Josh Pringle ('95),
president of the Metro Washington Alumni
Chapter. "Our chapter has just completed
its second successful job fair, despite the challenging job market."
The Metro Washington Chapter sponsored JobFair 2002 on Jan. 4 in Falls Church.
Thirty-two employers, representing a wide
range of opportunities, signed up to recruit
at the job fair, helping to raise more than
$3,000 for the chapter's scholarship fund.
Job seekers, including JMU students and
alwnni, met with representatives from business services and technology firms like Integic, Entrust, The Arlington Group and ATS;
major corporations like BAE Systems, SRA
International and Anteon; five public school
systems; the U.S. Department of State; and
organizations like the Peace Corps. Eleven
firms returned from last year's event, two
as cosponsors. The Fairfax County Chamber of Commerce Workforce and Education
Committee also joined as a cosponsor.
"This is a great way to start the year;' says
Pringle. "We're glad we had school systems
represented this year, since JMU produces
such quality teachers."
Candidate turnout was up more than 20
percent from last year, as the Metro Dukes

Megan Arzt ('02), a speech communication major and member of JMU Student Ambassadors, discusses
civil service job opportunities with a human resource specialist from the U. S. Department of State.

hosted 120 alumni, 106 students and 107
friends of the university. In advance of the
job fair, alumni and students could e-mail
resumes to JMU to be published for employers on a CD-ROM. The disc provided nearly
500 resumes to potential employers.
The job fair is the brainchild of chapter
volunteers Mark ('92) and Erin Goewey
Chernisky ('92). Mark says, "Our model is
simple and our case to expanding employers
is compelling. JMU alumni have a strong
reputation for talent, and we have a base of
15,000 alumni contacts in this area alone.
"There were no opportunities like this
when I graduated 10 years ago, and it means
a lot to Erin and me to add lasting value to
the alumni network. We were helped by
some very dedicated alumni and student

volunteers and the staff of the JMU Alumni
Relations office."
Through fund-raising events like the job
fair, the Metro Washington Chapter successfully endowed a scholarship fund and
awarded its first annual $1,000 scholarship
this year. "This is a great accomplishment,
but it's just the tip of the iceberg;' says Kate
Finamore ('94), chair of the Metro Dukes
scholarship committee. "As the largest alumni
chapter, we want to set a high standard for
all chapters. We're just beginning to realize
our potential."
For more information about the job fair
or how to donate to the chapter's scholarship fund, visit www.metrodukes.com or
www.jmu.edu/alumni/jobfair.
Reported by Mark Chernisky ('92)

Did you enjoy this issue of Montpelier? Why or why not?

What articles interested you most? Least? Why?
Spring 2002

Do you enjoy reading articles written by other readers, like the "Professors You Love" column or the job fair story above, reported by a fellow
alumnus? Why or why not? If yes, what other ideas do you have for showcasing the work of other readers?

What topics would you like to see covered in future issues?

To help the magazine staff continue to improve Montpelier, please complete this survey and mail it to:
Montpelier, JMU, Medical Arts West Suite 26, MSC 5718, Harrisonburg, VA 22807, or e-mail it to montpelier@jmu.edu.

A series about workplaEes,
and fun pla,es, fortified
by JfflU alumni

Together again for the first time: It took this Montpelier
story and a photo shoot to bring together the two JMU
alumni responsible for the information security for the
legislative branch of the U.S. government.

1onal Security
I

I

When it comes to information assurance
for the Congress of the United States of
America, it's safe to say that it rests pretty
squarely in the hands of two James Madison University graduates. Lou Magnotti and
Paul Grabow - recent graduates of JMU's
information security program - hold top
positions in information security for the
House of Representatives and the Senate.
Magnotti is the information systems
security director for the U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives, and Grabow is the information security branch manager of the U.S.
Senate. Both graduated in the first cohort
of the relatively new Commonwealth Information Security Center's distance-learning
graduate program.
Both of them graduated in May 1999;
they were even in the same study group on
occasion. Magnotti assumed his position
more than two years ago, and Grabow joined
the Senate on Nov. 5.
"I ran into Allan [Allan Berg, executive
director of CISC] at a conference in 1997,"
Grabow says. "He had paper handouts about
the program, and it was real low-key and
very quiet at the time. We had about 33
people at our first meeting, and about 17
made it through the program."
JMU is still the only school in the country to offer a Master of Science degree in
computer science with a concentration in
information security. In August 2000, the
university added an M.B.A. degree with a
concentration in information security.
"To my knowledge, we are the only school
in the world that offers both programs;'
Berg says. This is how the Master of Science
program works: Students meet at the beginning and end of the program; the rest of

the work is done via distance learning on the
Internet. The group is called a cohort.
Magnotti and Grabow were in the first
cohort. Instead of picking and choosing a
variety of courses, the cohort moves through
the program together taking the same courses
in lockstep. The program has evolved. For
the first cohort, some classes met weekly in
Tyson's Corner. The program became 100
percent Internet-based in August 1999.
For Grabow, the critical-thinking skills
he gained from the program have been
most beneficial in his current position, but
he also found software engineering and cryptology helpful. Other courses include computer law, two networking classes and networking security. All courses have information-assurance problems woven throughout.
"Students take two courses every semester and have their summer off," Berg says.
"We wanted to make the program as family
friendly as possible. Our average student is
in their mid-30s and works 60 to 65 hours
a week." The program is not limited to computer science professionals, however. "We
have students with undergraduate degrees
in English and history," Berg says. "They
might have to take up to four prerequisite
classes, and we require a "B" or better. But
they do not have to be in computer science
when they enter the program. There is a
huge shortage of educators and professionals in the field right now."
Grabow was a senior information technology analyst for the Federal Reserve System when he saw the federal job posting

Hand-me-downs
188
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Remember freshman beanies?
The Normal Bulletin? May Day? Gym suits
with blue serge bloomers?
Donate Madison memorabilia. vintage film and video and
preserve JMU history forever. Selections will he displayed
at the Leeolou Alumni Center during Homecoming 2002.
To donate a historic item to the university, call Director of Alumni
Relations Justin Thompson at (BBB) JMU-ALUM or (540) 568-6234.

Save the Date: Homecoming 2002

Oct. 25 and 26
• Tour the new Leeolou Alumni Center
• Root for the Dukes over U Mass
• Catch up with classmates and friends

.....

<I could see that computers were the last stronghold and literally held
the key tO the Security kingdom.' -LouMagnotti('99M)
for his current position. He had been there
for nearly seven years when he made the
move to the Senate.
It was clear to Magnotti that he would
be involved in security from a very young
age. His grandfather was a locksmith. "I was
taught to be a locksmith;' Magnotti says. "I
became an expert in physical security first,
but I could see that computers were the last
stronghold and literally held the key to the
security kingdom."
Before joining the House of Representatives two years ago, Magnotti was a security
manager for the Navy. Computer security
was part of his job, but not his specialty.
Although the very nature of these JMU
grads' current positions do not allow them
to divulge details, Grabow said the scope of
his work for the Senate is comparable to
the work a person in charge of information
security would do in the private sector. "It's
unique only in that the objectives we have
to meet are the agency's objectives versus
working for a profit motive."
Grabow is in the process of putting his
own mark on the information security program already in place at the Senate. He and
his staff work closely with senators and spend
quite a bit of time on Capitol Hill. Grabow's
office is in Postal Square. "It's important
for me to first get a good grasp of what's
occurred before and to be flexible," he says.
"More than designing or constructing a program, we'll be refining."
Magnotti's IO-member staff is responsible for the workings of the 12,000 House of

Former JMU tailback and return

Representatives computers. "About two-thirds
of the computers they maintain are in the
Washington-Metro area, but about a third
are in congressional offices all over the country;' Berg says. "You hear the term 'firewall,'
but that is really a software package, and when
you consider the thousands of computers
they maintain and the complexity, that is what
their [Grabow's and Magnotti's] jobs are."
Magnotti and his staff spend their time
on system certification, security audits, security investigations and anti-virus troubleshooting. "What surprises me the most
about the information security system here
is how open an architecture it is. It's a public house, so it has to be accessible to the
public. That means there is a lot of risk to
the overall network structure."
The Web site <www.house.gov> is open
to the public, and House members' e-mail
addresses are also accessible. The same is true
for www.senate.gov. "Hackers like to try to
deface these Web sites as opposed to a corporate private network,'' Magnotti says. Computer viruses are also popular among Congress members' computers. "Viruses proliferate fast in this environment," he adds. "We
have a CERT [Certified Emergency Response
Team] prepared for emergency notification.
We have an automatic system alert message."
Although you might think of information security specialists as people who spend a
great deal of time on their computers, both
Grabow and Magnotti get out of the office
on a regular basis. "Working with people is
a big part of my job," Grabow says. "Com-

puters don't do aberrant things; people do.
I am not glued to my computer all the time."
Grabow says clearing up computer
viruses is also within the scope of his job
description. "This is a very active time to be
in this line of work for the federal government,'' and he has been very busy since
coming to work for the Senate. He has not
bumped into Magnotti, his cohort in the
House, even one time, but they have a
lunch date planned and will see each other
at quarterly information security meetings.
"Our offices are a mile away, but the
ground that we cover [Capitol Hill campus J
is spread out over 287 acres. We've e-mailed,
but we haven't connected,'' Grabow says. "The
circumstances haven't warranted a meeting.
It's a unique time in the legislative branch."
Indeed, these two alumni have had their
hands full, especially in the aftermath of Sept.
11. There is no doubt that being in charge
of information security for the government is
stressful. People who held Magnotti's position before him didn't last a full year, but he
has been there for two. "It's a volatile situation
because it is such a political place, but it's
supposed to be. Politics enter into everything every day. That's the business we're in:'
Grabow, who is a three-time medalist in
the World Whitewater Canoe/Kayak Championships, says that he is up for the challenge
ahead as well. "I like working for institutions
I admire," he says. "And it's not embarrassing anymore to be able to say that I also
want to do something for the country."
- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)

Joyce, who had been working for John

return yards (1,902), combined kickoff/punt

Hancock in Northern Virginia, was pleas-

return yards (3,390), punt returns ( 104) and

antly surprised by the Giants' offer. The

kickoff returns (89).

Harrisonburg Daily News-Record reported

Joyce also holds several divisional records.

his reaction, "I wasn't really expecting this.

In 2000, he became the first football player

specialist Delvin Joyce ('OO)

I kind of let it go after a while. I figured it

in Division I-AA history and the second in

signed a two-year contract with

wasn't going to happen."

all of Division I to amass 1,000 yards each,

the NFL's New York Giants. In

Starting his JMU gridiron career as a

in rushing (1,260), receiving (1,009), punt

his first professional experience, Joyce will

walk-on, Joyce left the Dukes as one of the

returns (1,488) and kickoff returns (1,902).

look to strengthen a special teams unit

top players in school history. The Martinsville

Joyce left the Dukes as the all-time Division

that ranked last out of 31 NFL teams in

native holds JMU career records for all-

I-AA record-holder for punt return yards

kickoff return average and 24th in punt

purpose yards (5,659), punt return yards

(1,488) and combined kickoff/punt return

return average .

(1,488), punt return average (14.3), kickoff

yards (3,390).
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• STAY IN TOUCH•
To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 47.

19 49
Evelyn Dickson Dowling and Russell celebrated
their 52nd wedding anniversary in June. Evelyn
is a nationally ranked masters synchronized swimmer and earned a second place trio in the 50s age
group at the U.S. Synchro Masters National Championships in October. She is a level III synchro
judge and assistant coach of the Palm Beach Coralytes Synchro Team in Palm Beach County, Fla.

1950
Joanne Craig Cook and Mac celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary.

1957
Elinor Ritchie Dalton of Virginia Beach retired
after 19 years as a United Methodist clergy member.

19BB
Yvonne Anderson Belding retired from Portsmouth public schools and is a grandmother to
Madison Elise, 3/ l 7/01.

19B9
46
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Sherry Marie Ellis works for American Airlines
and is a member of the executive platinum
department. She lives in Tucson, Ariz.

A

1970

M
E

s

Maureen Shutt was honored as one of the top
200 teachers in New York. She teaches at Sherwood Elementary in Islip, N.Y.

19 77
Marsha Gray Carrington illustrated a third children's book, Tessa's Tip-Tapping Toes. She publishes greeting cards via her business, mj200m.
Lynn Hannula was licensed by the United States
Golf Association. She published two desk calendars, What is the Ruling? (2001 and 2002), based
on Decisions on the Rules of Golf

1978
Kathy Prince Lassiter earned a master's from the
State University of West Georgia. She is a special
education teacher in the Clayton County School
System. She and Bobby live in Fayetteville, Ga.
Frank O'Brien was honored with the Academic
Staff Excellence Award by the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point. He is the director of athletics at UWSP.

1979
Pamela Allen Carney, Sue Solomon Baker,
Sheila Norfleet Hart, Kathy Krueger, Anne Livengood Perreult and Kathy Richardson Prindle
met at Spanky's in Fredericksburg for a minireunion in 2001.
Cynthia Handy Coulson was named Outstanding Music Teacher in the West Virginia Music
Educator Association's September Notes a Tempo.
She was also named Teacher of the Year for 200001 at Scott Teays Elementary School.

Christine Shelton is the chair of the department
of exercise and sports studies and director of the
Project on Women and Social Change at Smith
College. She authored Women on Power: Leader-

Susan Jacobson Flickinger is a grants management
specialist for the Maternal and Child Health
Bureau, a division of the Health Resources and
Services Administration in Rockville, Md.

0
N

ship Redefined.

u

Margaret "Marge" Estelle Vorous teaches learning disabled students in a self-contained classroom
at Mill Creek Intermediate School in Bunker
Hill, W.Va. She serves on the Potomac State College Alumni Board.

Michael F. McCarthy is a senior sales representative for R.R. Donnelley Financial in Washington,
D.C. He and Kim live in Bethesda, Md., with
their three children.
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track coach. Lori (Torpy) ('87) is a stay-at-home
mom to Mariah, 4, and Isaiah, 2.
Karen Cinsavich Rice earned a doctorate in
environmental sciences from the University of
Virginia. She works for the U.S. Geological Survey. John works for the Piedmont Environmental Council. They live in Madison County.

1983
Angela Sorrels teaches mathematics at Harrisonburg High School.

1984
Donald W. Lewis and Susan are the grandparents of Claudia Jade Lafferty, I.
Brent Moncrief is the director of new business
for Capps Digital in Chicago. He and Kathy
(Konopka) live in Aurora, Ill .. with son Aidan
Robert, 2.
Barry Strike is an attorney with Hinman &
Carmichael in San Francisco, Calif.

19 8B
Robert Anthony Hodges specializes in older
home renovation, design and construction in his
business, Hodges Home Improvement.
Heather Polzin is a principal with the law firm
of Flippin, Densmore, Morse and Jessee and lives
in Roanoke with her daughter, Evelyn Hope.
Jon Solomonson founded Marble Swamp Music
and is a drummer for The Michael J. Band. He
lives in Orlando, Fla.

1987
Mary May Ansell is a controller for Harrisonburg and Staunton Nissan dealerships.
Bryan Cullen is national director of loan origination for American Property Financing. He and
Ellen live in Washington, D.C., with their three
daughters, Bridget, Maggie and Kathleen.

Michael Dubus is a senior counsel for labor and
employment at GE Power Systems in Atlanta.

Steve Holsinger was assigned to the National
Reconnaissance Office of the Scitor Corporation
in Chantilly. Jenny ('89) is a stay-at-home mom
to Emily, 5, Amanda, 4, and Danielle, 1.

Ellis Walker Coon earned an M.Ed. from George
Mason University and works in Fairfax County
public schools' year-round education program.

Susan Heilborn retired from the U.S. Army after
20 years of service. She is a senior intelligence
analyst with SAIC at Tysons Corner.

Greg McCormick is manager of Internal Communications for PG&E National Energy Group
in Bethesda, Md.

19 74

Richard Shapiro and Amy live in Houston with
children, Benjamin Louis, 8, and Jonathan Aaron, 4.

Mark Millen is a board member of the California Association of Private Postsecondary Schools.

Betty Jo Boone English is a business teacher at
the Pruden Center for Industry and Technology
in Suffolk. She has earned national teacher certification in career and technical education.

19 81

Camille Geoghegan Olson's family was portrayed
in Paramount Pictures movie We Were Soldiers.
Keri Russell and Chris Klein portray her parents.

1973

Robbie Henshaw is senior contract negotiator/
administrator at Mitretek Systems in Falls Church.

19 75
Mary Sieg McCracken wrote her first children's
novel for grades four to six.

197B
Diana May is a member of the Democratic Committee of Shenandoah County in the Orkney
Springs/Basye district.

1980

Clifford M. Miller authored his first book, Steel
Girders and Steeplechases. He works in sales and
marketing for Panasonic Company.

19 82
Melissa Grubbs Blankenship is director of sales
and marketing at Friendship Industries.
Neil C. Kelly is chairman of the board of Valuation Research. He and Anita live in Yardley, Pa.,
with children, Katherine and Jack.
Michael King of Harrisonburg is an elementary
physical education teacher and gymnastics and

Judy M. Wolfe is aquatics director and swim
coach at Bryn Mawr College.

1988
Monica Young Boyd is a stay-at-home mom to
Patrick, 3, and Kelly, 3 months. She and Jeff live
in Frederick, Md.
Marybeth Driscoll Cuccias is a stay-at-home
mom to Mitchell and Beatrice Anna-Rose. She
teaches creative movement classes to preschoolers in Northern Virginia and Washington, D.C.

Jeff Garber will manage the Kansas City Royal's
Class A Carolina League team for an unprecedented fourth season. Garber led the Blue Rocks
to a 218-199 record and the 1999 league title.
Lenora Jans Oftedahl is a StreamNet regional
librarian at the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish
Commission. She and Matthew have two children,
Lily and Anton, and live in Vancouver, Wash.

1989
Mariea Gill Benton earned her project management professional certification.
Tara McKenna was selected as the 2000 LPGA
Professional of the Year for the northeast section
of the LPGA T & CP division.

19 90
Cynthia Carter earned her CPA license in 2001.
Macy Michalski Deluca is senior director for
public relations for the Community College of
Baltimore County.
Anne Hinders Fortier is a stay-at-home mom to
Elizabeth, 2, and new twins, Katherine and Genevieve, 8/5/0 I.
Tony Lauro was promoted to director of finance
for U.S. consumer operations at Capital One in
Falls Church. He oversees financial planning and
analysis for the division, which includes customer relations, and direct lending operations.
Stephen Staton is a shareholder with Lanigan,
Ryan, Malcolm & Doyle, P.C.
Thomas Sullivan is a partner at Sullivan & Associates, Real Estate Appraising Inc. He and Claire
(Hurt) live in Greensboro, N.C., with their sons,
Patrick Dalto n , 3, and Burke Ryan, 1.
Jennifer L. Taylor is a rehab counselor for a nonprofit 28-day inpatient substance abuse facility
for Lutheran Social Services.
Jeffrey S. Wickemeyer works for Ntelos. He and
Karen live in Mt. Crawford with children Patrick
Scott and Alaina Kathryn.

1991
C. Todd Beebe graduated from the MUSC physician assistant program. He works with an orthopedic spine surgeon in Myrtle Beach, S.C.

Kirsten Hawley is a brand marketing manager
for Southern Comfort in Louisville, Ky.
Jeff Peaper is vice president of human resources
at MBNA America in Wilmington, Del.

1992
Phillip G. Caldwell and Finnie are social workers in Alexandria.
Amanda Harris Creamer is a part-time attorney
in Winston-Salem, N.C.
Dan Hochman earned an M.S. in ecology from
the University of Maryland. He is a chemistry
teacher at Ball High on Galveston Island, Texas.
Callie Householder is vice president, studio A
director at Austin Kelley Advertising.
Amy Lynn Regnier is volunteer coordinator/
recruitment and retention officer for Rockingham County Fire and Rescue.

1993
Karen Elizabeth Kimsey Lawson is a supervisor
of the behavioral health and developmental disabilities unit for the Department of Medical
Assistance Services.
Sonja Macys is executive director of Tucson Audubon Society. She lives in Tucson, Ariz., with her
dog, Bailey.
William N. Slamm is a school psychologist for
Nassau BOCES.
Samuel Uzabel is an attending physician in the
emergency department at Frye Regional Medical
Center in Hickory, N.C. He and Charis (Graeser)
live in Hickory, with sons Luke and Jacob.

1994
Jerry Burton is a golf professional at the Tradition
Golf Club at Royal New Kent and Stonehouse
near Williamsburg. He qualified for the PGA
Michelob Championship Tour at Kingsmill Resort.
Brett Davis is a social studies teacher and head boys
basketball coach at St. Vincent Pallotti High School.
Deb Fuller is a science teacher at Howard School
for Boys in Kent, England.
Andrew J. Logan earned a doctorate in environmental science and engineering in December.
Diane Beury Mason earned a master's degree from
Loyola College. She is an accounting analyst for
Constellation Energy Group in Baltimore.
Sandra Detwiler Obernberger is director of development at the Americans for Medical Progress
Educational Foundation in Alexandria.
Brian Watts is a software engineer for Northrop
Grumman IT (Reston). He and Vicki live in Fairfax.

19 95
Tom Frazier earned masters' degrees in management and computer science from North Carolina State University. He is a software developer
for Duke Energy in Charlotte.
Sarah-Katharine Owen earned a master's degree
from U.Va. She teaches Spanish and French and
is department chair for foreign languages at
Monticello High School.
Richard Waters is director of music at Union
Ridge United Church of Christ in Burlington,
N.C. Cindy ('97) is director of bands at Southern
Guilford High School in Greensboro.
Trey Weis earned a D.D.S. from the Medical College of Virginia and practices dentistry in Colonial Heights. DeEtte (Daniel) ('94) is a pharmaceutical representative.
Stacey Waddell Wilson is executive director of
the Rappahanock Area Breast Feeding Task Force
and is an associate area professional liasion for
the La Leche League of Virginia/West Virginia.

1998
Anitra D. Archer is vice president and general
manager of C.W. Archer Insurance Agency Inc.
Pete Blok is a mutual fund wholesaler. He and
Amy live in Exton, Pa.

Linda Bruett earned a doctorate in biochemistry, cellular and molecular biology from Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine. She
works for Akceli Inc. in Cambridge, Mass.
Kerry Callahan is a pediatric speech-language
pathologist at Duke University Medical Center
and lives in Durham, N.C.

R
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"I love the sense of ownership - it's extremely motivating;' says Erica Hoffman
('95) on running her company, The Symphony Group,
established in May 2000. As a change management consultant, Hoffman gained experience working for several consulting companies before taking the leap into private
ownership. "It's a different mindset, being
the one in charge," she says.
"Relationships among a business' team
members are a powerful influence to success;' adds Hoffman, who consults with
team leaders seeking to improve communication skills. Group communication breakdown and personality conflicts
are common issues among team members, according to Hoffman, who performs assessments and leads focus groups
to determine a team's problems.
'Tm more the facilitator," says Hoffman . "I want my clients to take an active
role in solving their own problems. There
is great satisfaction in helping people see
they have choices in the decisions and
actions they take."
Yet Hoffman often encounters skeptics. "I tell them to go through the conflict
or experience and then be a critic. "Many
initial skeptics end up our biggest supporters;' she says.
Hoffman mainly recruits clients with
referrals from past clients. "It's a relationship-oriented business;' she explains. "We
make sure to schedule follow-up contacts
with our clients. If we don't do a good job,
then whoever has hired us is going to look
bad." The short-list of Symphony Group's
current clients includes Arthur Andersen
LLP, Aramark and the Marriott Corp.
While earning a double major in
teaching and cultural anthropology, Hoffman spent many hours as co-founder of
JMU Outriggers. The group's mission is to
help student organizations uncover obstacles to group success. "I learned as much
about leadership and people in these experiences as I did in the academic setting."
Hoffman says that she "wants to maintain The Symphony Group as a company
that fills a niche and does it well. I'm more
of a driver. I always wanted to run my own
company. I just didn't know it would happen this soon."
- Ashley Day ('02)
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Nora Nicole Moore Davis is an emergency
counselor at Southhampton Memorial Hospital
in Franklin.

Jennifer Lee Richards is a U.S. Army Transportation Corps captain and SFOR/KFOR liaison officer, stationed in Vienna, Austria.

Jill Duvall is a U.S. Air Force captain and flight

Kristin Vogt earned a master's in special education from the University of Northern Colorado.
She is a learning and developmental disabilities
teacher in Fort Collins, Colo.

trauma nurse at Pope AFB in North Carolina.
Jennifer Woods Joiner is a critical care nurse in
the cardiac surgery ICU at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital in New Brunswick, N.J.
NickLiappis earned a master's degree from U.Va.
and is a national certified counselor. He is a case
manager for !nova Health System in Northern
Virginia and the lead singer and bassist for a
modern rock band.
Rodney Macklin is a videographer/public affairs
officer for Chesterfield County.
Deborah Malkin owns First Dance Impressions.
She also performs, choreographs and teaches 15
different social ballroom dances.
Brian Meehan is director of finance with Marriott International. He and Elizabeth live in
Brooklyn, N.Y.

DUDE RADEN LOVE
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Kira Nazelrod's
love story would
have any romance
novelist aflame
at the keyboard.
The summer after
Nazelrod ('98)
graduated from
JMU before
settling into a
career and the
strains of adult life - Nazelrod sought
her big adventure. The last thing she
expected to find was love.
Nazelrod moved to Durango, Colo.,
to work at Wilderness Trails Dude Ranch
over the summer of 1998. She says there
are a "slew of activities to do at the ranch"
including, hiking, water skiing, horseback riding and river rafting. By coincidence, three other JMU students and
alumni signed up to work at the dude
ranch the same summer - Ryan Brucker
('98) among them.
As if lifted from the pages of a romance
novel - it was not dude ranch love at
first sight. The duo decided to meet at
Dave's Taverna in the 'burg to get acquainted before heading out west. Nazelrod
says, "The first thing that I thought of
him was that he was really tall."
Once on the ranch, though,
the duo was inseparable and
started dating exclusively.
Trips to scenic Mesa Verde
and the Grand Canyon fueled a love as
big as the great outdoors. On Sept. 22,
2001, Kira and Ryan tied the knot, and Kira
read from a journal she had kept during
the dude ranch experience. "We like to
think of our lives as based on adventure."
- Denisse Paz ('03)

1997
Stacie Dietz Barb is a associate dentist with
Steven Gardner in Harrisonburg.
Christine M. Devey of Richmond earned a juris
doctorate from the T.C. Williams School of Law
at the University of Richmond. She is an associate with McGuireWoods, LLP. John S. Mehfoud
is database administrator for the Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
Sonal Dutt earned a master's in magazine journalism from NYU. She works in the entertainment editorial department of InStyle magazine.
Eric P. Hogan earned a master's in plant pathology
from Virginia Polytechnic & State University.

Ryan Murray is director of public relations for
the Delmarva Shorebirds, the South Atlantic
League affiliate of the Baltimore Orioles. The
club earned the 2001 Freitas Award as top Class
A franchise in the nation by Baseball America.
Geoffrey Riehl graduated from basic training with
honors and earned Soldier Leader of the Cycle at
Fort Jackson, S.C.

2001
Alison Godfrey is a special programs teacher
with the Wake County Public School System in
Chapel Hill, N.C.

2002
Before graduating in May, Anthony DiAntonio
was assistant cast coordinator at the Olympic Wmter Games in Salt Lake City and participated in the
Opening and Closing Ceremonies. Learn more in
his Olympic diary on the Montpelier Webzine
<www.jmu.edu/montpelier>.

WEDDINGS

Amy Johnson McDavitt is a sales representative
for Glaxo Smith Kline Pharmaceuticals. Ryan is
a project manager for KC! Technologies.

Elinor Ritchie ('57) to Thomas C. Dalton, 4/28/0 I.

Sharmila Shah earned a juris doctorate and
launched a new clothing line, mi&gi, with her
twin sister, Sangita.

Elsie Linda Moyes Howard ('77) to Andrew
Wright Garber, 6/23/01.

John Taylor is a sports page designer and copy
editor for The Washington Times.

1998
Mark Beagle is a researcher for M.R.l. in McLean.
Kelly {Bunce) ('OO) works for the U.S. Probation
Office in Alexandria.
Laura Bradburn Doyle and Stephen work in
evangelistic Christian ministry with Bob Boyd
Ministries in Norfolk.
Randy Gorman earned a master's in music performance from the University of Arkansas. He is
a percussionist with the Tony and Emmy awardwinning Broadway show Blast!
Flora Townes Hezel was admitted to the Virginia State Bar in October and is a staff attorney
for the Community Tax Law Project.
Arthur Rooney graduated from the University
of Virginia School of Law and is a clerk for a federal judge. Deborah (Kilgore) ('97) is a nurse.
They live in Chicago with daughter, Caroline.
Michelle Schmitt runs a dance academy and modern repertory performing group in San Diego,
Calif. She trains with Eveoke Dance Theatre.

1999
Christopher Clarke earned a master's in recreation from Ohio University and works for Ocean
City Recreation and Parks Department. He and
Kelly ('98) live in Ocean Pines, Md.
Marycatherine R. Smith is director of activities/
volunteers at Richfield Nursing Center in Salem.

2000
Bonnie Estes earned the title role in the Troika
national tour of Annie Get Your Gun.

1950s
197 Ds

1980s
Michael David Seabrook ('84) to Teressa Christine Nelson, 9/2/00.
Mary Tazewell Reed ('87) to John Elliott Friedman, 10/20/01.
Joseph P. Teeples ('87) to Kimberly Ann Stabile,
12/29/01.
Deborah Husnik ('88) to Clifford Scott Young,
10/6/01.
Jennifer Goode Kornegay ('89) to William Brice
Smith Jr., 9/22/01.

199 Ds
Michelle Britton {'90) to David K. Quinn, 8/25/01.
Anthony Frascogna ('90) to Jennifer Martinek,
7/1/01.
Matthew Bender ('91) to Karen Zuckerman,
11/12/00.
Scott Allen Markowitz ('91) to Teresa Dawn
Eastep, 4/21/0 I.
Anthony Peter Natale III ('91) to Katherine Page
Olsen, 9/29/0 I.
Mary Ann Nesselrodt ('91) to Gilbert Lee Smith
II, 6/30/0 I.
Phillip G. Caldwell {'92) to Finnie Crowe, 6/16/0 1.
Dan Hochman ('92) to Mona, 7/14/01.
Christopher Paul Jordan ('92) to Elizabeth Ann
Earle, 7/28/01.
Keith Koitzsch {'92) to Heather Brennan, 11/24/0 1.
Leasa Neaves ('92) to Jay Tunnell, 11/10/01.
Jennifer Schlissel ('92) to Steve Madden, 6/15/01.
Elizabeth Lynn Skorupa ('92) to Michael Paul
Sandidge, 11/3/01.
Jessica Lind Wertz {'92) to Rafael Astruc, 8/25/0 I.
Juliana Davies {'93) to David Yaskin, 9/15/01.

George Stedman Hatch Jr. ('93) to Laura Jean

Waters, 6/2/0 I.
Beth Pugh ('93) to Will Madland, 10/20/01.
William N. Slamrn ('93) to Nicole M. Pauzano,

4/7/01.
Danielle Batdorf ('94) to Jeff Kimball, 10/27/01.
Jennifer Kallas ('94) to Bryan Worth, 11/3/01.
Daniel J. Luczak ('94) to Kathleen O'Flaherty,

9/22/01.
Shelley Spence McMillan ('94) to Robert J. Marsh,

12/29/00.
Nicole Michal ('94) to George Peter Means McCur-

rach Jr., 8/25/01.
Emily Marie Parsons ('94) to James Christopher

Mattingly, 9/12/01.
Kimberly Anne Stratton ('94) to Haywood Turner
Andrews Jr., 9/22/01.
Rebecca Andrews ('95) to Eric Sloan, 10/20/01.
Steven Antoine ('95) to Stacey Marie Neely, 5/00.
Erin Cannelli ('95) to Curtis John Cresta, 9/29/01.
James Arthur Johnson ('95) to Louise Mae Shifflet, 6/30/0 I.
Jocelyn Lavorgna ('95) to Alex DerHovhannessian ('97), 9/29/01.
Chad Pollio ('95) to Melissa Abbott, 8/4/01.
Julie Michelle Reed ('95) to Keith Michael
Leader, 8/ 18/0 I.
Frederick Matthew Scott ('95) to Melody Anne
Myrick, 6/ 16/0 I.
Brian Senatore ('95) to Stephanie Koch, 9/8/01.
Kristen Elizabeth Swartout ('95) to Ryon Eugene
Miro, 10/6/01.
Arny Catherine Welsch ('95) to Michael Grayson
Gouldman, 7/28/0 I.
Sabine Aeschbach ('96) to Bobby Joseph Rogers,

9/22/01.
Stacy Marie Beard ('96) to Norman Troy Johnson, 9/8/0 I.
Sarah Billups ('96) to David Goldstein ('95), 9/01.
Pete Blok ('96) to Amy Hayes, 9/28/0 I.
Rebecca Clauser ('96) to Jay Hakansson, 10/6/01.

Trinette Monee' Law ('97) to Carl Venton Randolph Jr., 6/2/01.
Will MacDougall ('97) to Daphne Laurel Page,
9/15/01.
Jeffrey Ray Mason ('97) to Michele Anne Higgs,
5/19/01.
Allison Michele Watson ('97) to Stephen Cadle
Williams ('94), 9/22/01.
Kristin Elizabeth Wehrmeister ('97) to David

Glynn Fahy, 8/4/01.
Kelly Brooks ('98) to Christopher Clarke ('99),

7/14/01.
Sharon Cohen ('98) to Samuel Elswick ('97),

9/29/01.
Traci Michelle Coyle ('98) to Faisal Sikander

Qureshi, 7/14/01.
Kristi Ann Fredette ('98) to Joshua William Bolton,
7/7/01.
KeithEdwardMcCarthy('98) to Mitzi May, 9/8/01.
Kristin McCauley ('98) to Matthew Paul Rinn
('97), 9/29/01.
Kira Nazelrod ('98) to Ryan Brucker, 9/22/01.
Melissa Rechel ('98) to Anthony King, 8/4/01.
Brad C. Reigner ('98) to Ann M. Schmehl, 9/15/01.
Mira Signer ('98) to Jay Meyer, 6/24/00.
Flora Leigh Townes ('98) to Richard Francis
Hezel II, 9/29/0 I.
Dawn Vierschilling ('98) to Douglas R. Heintz,
8/11/01.
Amy Julia Zambito ('98) to Martin Anthony
Foldes, 9/29/01.
Ian D. Edwards ('99) to Amanda C. Martin, 4/7/01.
Sarah L. Hall ('99) to Stuart Spencer, 8/12/00.
Amy Hamilton ('99) to Colin Jackson, 10/14/00.
Arny Johnson ('99) to Thomas Kraft ('98), 8/ 18/0 I.
Susan Loeser ('99) to Briton Stewart, 11/3/0 I.
Kim Miller ('99) to Jim Finlay, 9/22/0 I.
Joy Sheets ('99) to Ryan Blosser, 7/21/01.
Meghan Tierney ('99) to Eli Zaic, 9/22/01.
Karen Susette Yost ('99) to Ryan James Cramer,
8/11/01.

Christina Francis ('96) to Mike Walden ('97),

2000s

9/8/01.
Jessie Johnson ('96) to Jim Mathers, 10/13/01.
Deborah Malkin ('96) to Brian Block, 9/30/0 I.
Karen McLaughlin ('96) to Michael Prem, 11/3/01.
Brian Meehan ('96) to Elizabeth Rose, 6/30/01.

Allison Conforti ('OO) to Scott D. Lynn ('97),

9/22/01.
Amy Elizabeth Edwards ('OO) to Keith Mitchell
Cox ('98), 9/15/01.
Celena Arlet Greer ('OO) to Kevin Patrick Bow-

Carol Morse ('96) to Daniel Guernsey ('94),

man, 7/14/01.

7/21/01.

Liz Keurulainen ('OO) to Seth Siciliano, 9/8/0 I.

Suzanne Nunnally ('96) to Aidan C. O'Reilly,

Lindsey Marie McConnell ('OO) to Joshua David

5/5/01.
David Wilkerson ('96) to April Childress, 6/23/0 I.
Jennifer Woods ('96) to J. Morgan Joiner, 10/6/01.
Neil Serne Christensen ('97) to Marisa Danielle

Franzitta, 5/5/01.

Driver, 7/21/01.
Karla Christine Pietron ('OO) to Max Warren

Gravitt, 9/ 1/0 I.
Katherine Runey ('OO) to Robert E. Copeland
Ill, 9/8/0 I.

Carol Lynn Davis ('97) to Michael Kevin Hagan,

Keri Schwab ('OO) to James Shell, 10/6/01.

8/11/01.

Angela Shutske ('OO) to Ben Harrison, 8/5/00.

Christine M. Devey ('97) to John S. Mehfoud,
8/25/01.
Stacie Dietz ('97) to Timothy 0. Barb, 8/4/01.
Alicia Hood ('97) to David Lellock, 7/14/01.

Alison Godfrey ('O 1) to Ross Stephen Fuller,

Erin Cizek ('O l) to Charles Woodard, 8/12/0 I.

5/12/01.

LIVID' lRHOTA VIDA
South Dakota
is known for
majestic Mount
Rushmore and
the spectacular
Black Hills, but veer off the highway
southeast of these landmarks and you'll
discover the "hidden nation" of the Lakota
people - virtually untouched by the
trappings of 21st-century America.
Katrin Baker ('99) of Blacksburg
gained firsthand knowledge of the Lakota
culture when she spent a week volunteering on Rosebud Indian Reservation,
one of the most economically impoverished communities in the nation. Baker
was part of a 21-member Global Volunteers team that worked on construction,
maintenance and educational projects.
Baker helped clean up powwow
grounds in preparation for the annual
Indian Days festival, helped build an
addition onto the Grass Mountain Community Center and painted the home of
an elderly resident. "Decades of mistrust
of whites made initial contact with the
Lakota people somewhat awkward;' says
Baker, an administrator at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
"Once they understood why we were
there, it became easier to establish relationships. Many of those we met shared a
tremendous amount about life on the
reservation and the culture and traditions of the Lakota people."
Baker learned many Lakota traditions, including vision quest, language
lessons, the significance of the seven rites
and the native headdress; and she was
invited to participate in a sweat lodge ceremony. One of the seven sacred rites of
the Lakota, the sweat lodge ceremony,
symbolizes the cleansing of the body and
soul. The ceremony unites the present with
the past, as memories of deceased tribal
members are invoked through song, drumming and prayer.
"It was a powerful spiritual experience;' says Baker, who spent her free time
taking in the spectacular natural surroundings - windswept buffalo ranges, sacred
Grass Mountain, Lakota museums and
landmarks like the monument commemorating the Battle at Wounded Knee.
Founded in 1984, Global Volunteers
is a nonprofit international development
organization based in St. Paul, Minn.
The organization's mission is world peace
through understanding between diverse
cultures. Global Volunteers annually coordinates more than 150 teams of volunteers who participate on human and
economic development projects via consultative status with the United Nations'
Economic and Social Council. There's even
more to learn <globalvolunteers.org>.

-Michelle Hite ('88)
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Cara Ellen Biihl Taylor ('Ol) to William Sitterding Meyer, 9/15/0 I.
Erin R. Thomen ('Ol) to Nicholas DiCola, 8/4/01.
Nicole Urso ('Ol) to Timothy Kraeter, 8/24/01.

FUTURE DUKES
197 0s
Mary Jo Goffredi McNamara ('78) and Jerry, a
daughter, Leah Marie, 8/1/01.
Don Earman ('79) and Donna, adopted a daughter, Anna Nicole, born 3/31/01, adopted 8/22/01.

198 Os
Keith Giarrusso ('80) and Helene, a son, Dominic
Anthony, 4/13/01.
Timothy P. Barila ('83) and Mary, a son, Alex
Benjamin, 6/18/01.
Maria Shea Brown ('83) and Mark, adopted a
son, Gregory G., born 4/29/00, adopted 8/22/01.
Dana Porter Forrest ('83), a daughter, Savanna
Lee, 1/31/0 I.
Sue Noon Percival ('83) and Jon, twin daughters,
Rachael Elizabeth and Katherine Madison, 6/26/0 I.
Carole Geibel Polise ('83) and John, a son, Tyler
John, 11/20/01.
Keira Unterzuber Johnson ('84) and Eric, a daughter, Freya Rane, 9/11/0 I.
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Bill Threlkeld ('84) and Carine, a daughter, Virginia Cristina, 7/18/0 I.
Tracy White Cantin ('85) and Paul, a son, Brian,
2/1/01.
Sheila Ryan Carney ('85) and Michael, a son,
Nolan, 10/ 18/0 I.
Pam Bernard Rak ('85) and Tom, a son, Jacob
Henry, 10/5/0 I.
Susan Selig Elliott ('86) and Shane, a daughter,
Carrietta Mae, 5/31/0 I.
Elizabeth Pulley Hess ('86) and Greg, a son,
Samuel Robert, 9/27/01.
Adrienne Mentzar Watts ('86) and Danny, a son,
Kevin Andrew, 9/6/01.
Mary May Ansell ('87) and Chuck, a daughter,
Kelli Nicole, 9/17/0 I.
Beth Holsman Blaze ('87) and Jerry, a son, Trevor,
2/7/01.
Sylvia Wells Chmelko ('87) and Mark, a daughter, Caroline Grace, 9/3/0 I.
Lisa Culp-Neikirk ('87) and John, a daughter,
Isabella Ravyn, 7/14/00.
Christopher K. Gatti ('87) and Nancy, a daughter, Morgan, 9/5/0 I.
Kimberly Perry Graves ('87) and David, a daughter, Abigail Jean, 10/8/01.
Ronique Breaux Jordan ('87) and Rodney, a son,
Reece Thaddeus, 1/29/01.
Kristine Kaplan Peterkin ('87) and Kevin, a son,
Nathaniel James, 11/7/01.
Jill Fredricks Wood ('87) and Marshall, a daughter, Grace Hayley, 8/28/0 I.
Tina NagurnyChylack ('88) and Len, a son, Matthew Leonard, 6/18/01.
Marybeth Driscoll Cuccias ('88) and Matthew, a
daughter, Beatrice Anna Rose, 9/17/01.

Lynn Patrick Davis ('88) and Gray, a daughter,
Jessica Claire, 4/25/01.
Vickie Jo Haynie Einselen ('88) and Christian
('87) , a son, Dominic Christian, 11/6/01.

Brigen Winters ('91) and Jennifer, a son, John
"Jake" Brigen, 5/1/01.
Amanda Harris Creamer ('92) and James, a
daughter, Mary "Molly" Price, 11/29/01.

Shelly Wheeler Howton ('88) and Shawn, a daughter, Sarah Ann, 3/27/0 I.
Mariea Gill Benton ('89) and Brad, a daughter,
Brooke Olivia, 8/4/01.
Lynn Carr Dieterle ('89) and Jim, a son, Wyatt
Patrick, 10/1/01.
Kirstin Dalgard Dolinger ('89) and J.C., a son,
Jack Curtis, 1/30/0 I.
Pete Fritts ('89) and Sue, a daughter, Teagan Sage,
6/25/01.
Mary Hahn Garrison ('89) and Gary, a son,
Christopher Thomas, 1/27/01.
Jennifer Kunz Holsinger ('89) and Steve ('87), a
daughter, Danielle Jane, 12/8/00.

Jeff Davis ('92) and Jennifer, a daughter, Madelyn Rose, 6/9/01.

Julie Hougasian Jackson ('89) and Steve, a daughter, Mia Marie, 11/30/01.
Kelly Chaplain Koontz ('89) and Hugh, a son,
Patrick Stuart, 9/10/01.

Sherry Jamerson Hager ('92) and Jonathan, a
son, Will, 6/20/01.
Elizabeth Witherspoon Hubbard ('92) and Tim,
a son, Trent Michael, 5/27/01.
Lori Werner Jaap ('92) and Jody, a son, Payton
Cooper, 7/21/01.
Beatrice Snidow Kin ('92) and Robert, a son,
Elijah Maxwell, 10/15/01.
Cathy Crews Kirkland ('92) and Jeff ('91), a
daughter, Mary Withers, 4/12/01.
Monica DiMartino Klisz ('92) and David ('91),
a daughter, Lucy Ellis, 7/28/01.
Mary Lynnette Hensley Koster ('92) and Kenneth, a daughter, Kaitlyn Victoria, 10/6/01.

Kristine Freschi Stafira ('89) and Gregory, a
daughter, Katya Helen, 8/31/0 I.

Jaye Lewis ('92) and LaJuan, a son, Amari Jamison, 7/6/01.
Julie Mathers Pickels ('92) and Michael, a daughter, Allison Berkley, 8/ 15/0 I.
Cara Turner Slevin ('92) and Frank, a daughter,
Gracie Catherine, 9/4/01.
Lisa Diiorio Smith ('92) and Marc, a daughter,
Ema Natalie, 11/11/01.
Sheila McDevitt Stone ('92) and Mark ('91), a
daughter, Jessica Lily, 9/18/01.
Rachel Steckler Tribble ('92) and Scott, a son,
Charlie Monroe III, 12/ 12/01.

1990s

Beth Jamerson Bates ('93) and Jarvis, a daughter, Taylor Madison, 8/9/01.

Clifton Corker ('90) and Alice, a son, Matthew
Leland, 10/9/01.

Paton Robinson Cadwallader ('93) and Cecil, a
son, Luke Thomas, 9/18/01.

Macy Michalski Deluca ('90) and Mark, a son,
Andrew Michael, 5/3/01.

Jennifer Finnie Firooz ('93) and Daniel, a daughter, Angelina Marie, 10/30/01.
Aaron Fultz ('93) and Cynthia, a son, Preston
Slade, 9/5/01.
Alison Harris Hodges ('93) and Thomas, a daughter, Abigail Elizabeth, 9/19/0 I.
Karen Elizabeth Kimsey Lawson ('93) and Kevin,
a son, Thomas Andrew, 10/16/01.
Melissa Poliquin Miller ('93) and Bill, a son,
William "Alex" Alexander, 6/18/01.
Donna Patrick Perlish ('93) and Mark, a son,
Matthew, 10/2/01.
Angela Warren Tehrani ('93) and T.J., a son, Jack
Ryan, 10/3/01.
Charis Graeser Uzabel ('93) and Samuel ('92), a
son, Luke Anthony, 10/22/01.
Kim Brown Zarotny ('93) and Bill, a daughter,
Kara Afton, 6/9/01.
Renee Moran Boyce ('94) and Steven ('93), a
daughter, Kathleen Marie, 2/16/01.
Nancy Hurwitz Gordon ('94) and Todd, a daughter, Alyssa Taylor, 8/28/01.
Stephanie Jones ('94) and Patrick McQuillan
('93), a son, Cameron Andrew, 10/29/01.
Aimee Lockman Kent ('94) and Geoff, a daughter, Caroline Bourdon, 4/26/0 I.
Elizabeth Mann Mallory ('94) and Hill ('93), a
son, Carter VI, 1/19/00.

Catherine Stone McNickle ('89) and Kirk, a son,
Robert John II, 4/24/01.
Lyn Savedge Page ('89) and Mike, a daughter,
Emily Glenn, 10/12/01.
Amy Matthews Pepe ('89) and Leonard, a daughter, Abigail Frances, 9/26/0 I.
Christopher M. Robertson ('89) and Virginia, a
daughter, Theadora Lee, 7/30/01.

Samantha Wilhelm Krishnamurthy ('90) and
Kiran ('91), a son, Miles Kiran, 9/ 22/01.
Joe Robinson ('90) and Patricia, a son, Carlos
Franco, 3/2 7/0 I.
Christine Quaid St. Germain ('90) and Mark, a
son, Benjamin Richard, 9/18/01.
Claire Hurt Sullivan ('90) and Thomas, a son,
Burke Ryan, 2/23/01.
Jamie Arnold ('91) and Amanda, twins, Lucas
Christopher and Mackenzie Jayne, 7I 1/0 I.
Tonya Chalon Beres ('91) and Allan, a son, Allan
III, 9/30/01.
Debbie Fink Galway ('91) and Frederick W. ('92),
a daughter, Kelly Noelle, 8/11/01.
Laurel Hansen Kendall ('91) and Gentry, a
daughter, Amy Elizabeth, 10/7/0 I.
Michele Crichigno Mauney ('91) and Tim, a
son, Andrew Joseph, 3/30/01.
Chris Miklovis ('91), a son, Scott Alexander, 5/7/00.
Suzanne Monroe Stallings ('91) and Michael
('90), a son, Steven Ray, 11/ 19/00.
Anna Whiston-Donaldson ('91) and Tim, a
daughter, Margaret Cenci, 7/17 /01.
Meredith Fine Wilkinson ('91) and Chris, a
daughter, Kendall Eve, 7/31/01.

Diane Beury Mason {'94) and Mark, a son,
Thomas Preston, 8/8/0 I.

Lori Alexander Buckwalter {'96) and Rick, a
son, Nikolaus Stephen, 7/9/0 I.

Pam Wolpert Scharfenberger {'94) and Jody, a
daughter, Kate Elizabeth, 6/16/01.

Brian C. Hutchings ('96) an d Christina Madden , a son, Jack Declan, 8/3/0 I.

DeEtte Daniel Weis {'94) and Trey {'95), a daughter, Raegan Hannah, 8/29/0 I.

Kristie McIntyre Jamieson ('96) and Spencer, a
son, Brendan Patrick, 6/ 20/0 I.

Karen Fowler Barry {'95) and Jody, a son, Logan
James, 7/13/01.

Max Surikov ('96) and Wendy, a son , Slade Maximovich, 12/20/0 I.

Kurt Crane {'95) and Christy, a daughter, Mackenzie Blair, 11/5/01.

Michelle Ford Coburn ('97) and Matthew ('96),
a daughter, Emma Elizabeth, 12/22/00.

Lori LaRocco Hand ('95) and Chris, a son, Ethan,
8/4/01.

Sophia Jordan Marshall ('97) and Shaun, a son,
Jordan Aman i, 12/7/01.

Melisa Smith Hulvey ('95) and Brian {'94), a
daughter, Logan Grace, 10/ 16/01.

Lauren Kitelyn McGhee ('97) and Vance, a son,
Jack Taylor, 9/11/01.

Leigh Scott Huyett {'95) and Sean {'94), a son ,
Luke Douglas, 7/0 I.

Matt O'Neill {'97) and Jenn, a daughter, Allison
Julia, 8/16/01.

Jennifer Simmons Johnson {'95) and Ryan, a son,
Matthew Ryan, 7/12/0 1.

Denice Luviano Sanders ('97) an d Brent ('96), a
daughter, Madeleine Emma, 6/23/01.

Julie Reel Kensky {'95) and Matthew, a daughter, Abigail Lana, 7/8/0 I.

Jeannine Ruggiano Scopp {'97) and John {'98),
a daughter, Megan Beth , 10/28/0 I.

Misty Watrous Mealey {'95) and Thomas, a
daughter, Honor Judith, 11/1/01.

Shawnda Williams Saul {'98) and Christopher
('90) , a son , Brecan Williams, 4/28/0 1.

Jonathan Rhudy {'95) and Michele, a daughter,
Morgan Chan dler, 9/17/01.

Kelly Riley Kirkwood {'99) and M. Scott {'97) , a
daughter, Abigail Diane, 9/19/01.

IN MEMORIAM
Virginia Hogge ('28) of Newport News, 9/ 18/01.
Jennie Mae Burrow Hedgepeth {'32) of Hopewell,
12/7/00.
Marie Terral Smith Renalds {'39) of Staunton,
7/24/01.
Jean Dearing Poindexter Driver ('40) of Weyers
Cave, 9/20/01.
Mary Catherine Lyne {'40) of Charlottesville,
9/28/01.
Maxine Calfee Hilton ('41) of Abingdon, 11/13/01.
Mildred Smith Moore {'41) of North Valley Pike,
9/11/01.
Phyllis Gibson Epperson Gray {'47) of Chesapeake, 12/10/0 I.
Rosmary Lockard ('54) of Hampton, 10/25/01.
Joan Allyne Gaetani ('55) of Norfolk, 4/12/0 1.
Brenda S. Jordan {'66) of Front Royal, 11/18/01.
Lois Vrrginia Zehring ('70) of Quicksburg, 9/27/0 I.
Richard Allen Gibson ('77) of Harrisonburg,
9/28/0 I.
Angela Huggett Walton ('88) of Sterling, 10/28/01.
Pamela Lynn Kisthart {'96) of Roanoke, I 0/26/0 I.
Matthew Horning {'97) of Scotch Plains, N.).,
9/11/01.

r-------------------------------------------------•

Gotta new job?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses· names (including maiden). class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement?
Did you remember to include both parents' names, class years,
child's name and birth date?
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Please submit your class note to JMU, Office of Alumni
Relations, Leeolou Center, MSC 4402, 2002 Alumni Dr.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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CLASS NOTE

ou just get married?

G

2

0
0
2

Is there an addition to

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

__

Class Year

Address ___ _____________ ________ __ _
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State _ __

ZIP _ _ __

work(

E-mail - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- -- -- - - - -- - -Spouse (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ _

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.
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STOCKS AND JOCKS
Senior vice president and financial adviser for
UBS PaineWebber. Former
and assistant coach

OFF-COURT STRATEGIES
is where the rubber meets the road.
That's why my wife and I feel that helping
someone secure an education is one of the
most important things we can do.

FULL-COURT PRESS
We make unrestricted gifts because it
WW!illliJ in more ways than we can know.

Over the years, we've also given to the Duke
Club, the Men's and Women's Basketball
Locker Room Funds, the Madison Fund, the
Leeolou Alumni Center, the Dr. Eileen Nelson Scholarship Fund and the Lou Campanelli Scholarship.

ON RIDING THE BENCH
No one should have to ride the bench when
it comes to an education.

gave so much

to me and my family. I attended on a basketball scholarship, and my

and

also attended Madison. In giving back, I'm
passing the ball to someone else and saying

to the folks who helped me

along the way.

There are all kinds of opportunities to feel the Power of Purple. To learn about them, please contact Duke Club Director Mark Wharton at (540) 568-6461.
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